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WEEKLY :KENTUCKY NEW ERA. _ 
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
HOI K INS VILLE, CHRISTIAN 00UNTY KENTUCKY FRIDAY, JULY 
6, Mil VOLUME KEIL NO. 51
ALL PIKES ARE FREE REPORT OF
GRAND JURY
Bonds Are Cashed By
Fulton & Co.
Checks (liven Tv Presi-
dents Of Companies
And Deeds Of Con-
veyance Are
Executed.
The turnpikes arm tree.
The Hopkinsalle& Oadls road opened
les gates Saturday night, and the other
reads, with thee:cepa** of the Kea-
tacky & Tennessee sod the Hopkinsville
& Olark's Branch. collar/64d no tolls af-
ter Sunday.
The oompaales controlling the Olarks-
ville pike via boatmen at nom, act
Mew all dm reads are as free for Wavel-
ets as the air they breaths and the wa-
ter they drink.
All over be meaty there is cniversal
rejoiskag, for the cameos reallze theta
law stride in progrs ss and olvilisatioa
has been taken and that social and bus-
Innis ineereate have greatly Men .d-
tanned. It is not likely that even those
parsecs who ar, a isately opposed free
Wpm lest year will lama loager Mehl
Shoirtedom et maim down tits gates
end seasleasittag sew roads.
:der IS :SO Wawa this morning the First
Minimal Bank and OW Baas received
telegrams from their ionsispoodents le
Mimeo Matieg that the Obrimilan ooes-
Misispike bonds had lima Cashed by
Table M Oo , the purchasers, sad that
011,000 was ea deposit to the credit of
the Rend mart.
The blank beads were reeelved early
lest week. They were signed, as re-
(mired by law, by Otninty Judge Oans-
ler and Oonnty °leak Prows., and, with
seal of the conoty *Axed, were turned
emir to the local beaks and expressed to
Mingo. The entire issue was for $75,•
GOD and the premium was $15.100
The formal transfer of the pikes to the
ooenty was made betweet 11 and 12
Weimar, when, apt). the proper mem-
Mos of deeds of conveyance, checks were
ghee by the county judge to the mei-
deals of the road companies for the
amounts agreed on, as follows: Kanto°.
ky & Tennessee, II utiles, $9,000; Nash-
ville & Bradshaw, 7,-, mile, $9,000;
Mason dr Newetead. 10,s miles, $15000;
(Taloa Oompeny, 19 miles, $4.000; Hop-
it Olark's Branch, 5 mile, $6,-
110; Ropkinsville & Clad z, e:, ogles,
icseo.
The work of conelmoting free pikes
ea three of the roads, Prinootoo, Madi-
sonville and Butienallk roads, has al-
ready began. Today only the legal
forms were "goim through with in con-
section with the purchase. The people
of the closely will celebrate the freeing
of She pass and the building of new
made at the Mod Roods Convention
ant week.
hion DAY To DAY.
STASI TAX
INEMOVED.
A enuipiMe revision, under act of con-
gress. of the war revenue sot became ef-
ftotive today. That somas of =pew
and ansoyamee, the war revenue essam,
Is removed from nearly all of the deco
masts used la daily business transac
tioaa.
No Nampo will be required on teie•
graph or telepbooe meseagee, bank
'kiosks. Wade, oertilloatee of deposit,
drafts, express remits., life Insurance
policies, Leases, mortgages. power of at-
torney, promisetry notes, money orders,
woken", warehouse reosipts These are
t ie articles, the lax upon which has been
directly borne by the public.
Many modifications have been made
in Ike revenue bill which affect the man-
efleturen The Ni on beer, cigars, W-
ham° and uigareites has been reduced.
The tax on theaters, billiard tables,
pabito exhibitions, has been retained but
reduoed.
There is still a tax of one cent on
slosping-aar name sad a like Sax on
Mlle of lading
It is estiaaMed that the goveraissot
reosipte frill be reduced from $40,000,000
to $60,000,000 annually by the revision
of the revenge so*
— -
WILL SE
SWORN IN.
Today the law dividing Kentucky into
Iwo federal jedicial districts will go into
even, and after that no moonshine
clams will be beard before Judge Evans,
fir it. in the eastern Maria that she
"asoonshining" is none. Railroad dam-
age suite, land oases. with now sod then
connteefetting affair, will be the limit
of the western division of the United
Sentes eosin. Jadge Evans will eit In
Louisville, Oweosboro, Paducah and
Bowling Green. Judge A. M. J. Oooh,
ran will hold forth at Oovingtoti, Frank-
fort, Richmond and Leaden. Judge
Evans may have the big oases, bet Judge
Cochran will sit in all those worth the
wattle of the °Weide public So setood.
P4A X MANII€RY POP SENATOR.
Thoi Per fIlai To Show His Read
Agalasi Rehm.
If III. really the triteatimi of Max
Benbery,as his friends claim, to make
the race against Mho' for United linates
Illenetor, it is getting about time for him
N show hie band, says the Oadix Rec-
ord. Max is regarded as the calif bu-
shman if Ohs Republieea party In this
esngresnonal Marks; is meetly Deboe's
superior la point et ability, aid sliver
enough sod amen enough for all prat).
Neal Republioan peewees. Deboe haa
aeusewhat the advantage of him for a
mere personal identification of the
Needy drama that was lo be eneoted in
Mao* bat Max trumped his trick by
1114.11101 M ite Mom'
Gambling Infests
And County.
THE SUN WILL BURN YOU UP BETTER OIL IN litORTH
IF YOU DON'T WATCH OUT CHRISTIAN THAN IN THE
The hot weather is upon us Be ab-
stemious in your habits. To keep your
Town 4 health observe the following rules.
%hal to Avoid
Stale food, especially stale fruit
Drinkutg alcoholic and mixed driuks
State Inspector Hines Ex- 
Wearing heavy oloshing, especially
iwooleus.
onerated.--False Re-
ports Corrected.
The final report of the Ohrtstian
county grand jury to °trona Judge
Oook follows in tell:
Hon. Thos. P. Cook, Judge of Srd Judi.
cial District of Keutucky :
Ala : - Your grand jury begs leave to
report the following:
We have. as far as bee been in our
power. attempted 40 carry out your in-
tileustiOne delivered to cis to the letter
11111.1111111116.01riellifirer. • Its &nag this
we have met many obstacle. in the way.
Not that the °Meier. have failed to per-
form their duty, for on the oontrary,
oar *her if has been diligent and ener-
getic, bat the failure to prc core witness-
s has been our greatest drawback.
•SYLL711
We have given the asylum miner
as complete and ;borough lures-
*genes se was possible. It was ins ,
posePile to procure the proper witnesses
and ealy by attachments sant to other
counties were we able to make any
headway whatever. However we trust
that what has been done will redound
110 the credit of the State, and will in
the future be a warning So those In
power that they are not beyond the in
vestigotion of a Christie° county grand
In commotion with this matter we
deem It inatioe to Hon. Henry B Hines,
Mate inspector, In view of certain
charges made against him, to state there
was no evidence introduced in pand
jery room to show be bad been guilty
of any violation of the law, and the
grand jury taker pleasure in making
this statement.
aAncv tioCsas.
We found upon a full investigation
Met Mere are a number of houses of ill
repute just outside of the city limit*.
IS hat been rumored that a fixed fee
had been eased on by th.3 prosecuting
°floors of the circuit court, and thereby
they have been teemed so carry on
their nefarious bc sines'. e thoroughly
iavesttgthed this matter and found this
rumor entirely and utterly false. The
facto Meowed on trial by jury a verdict
of $10.00 on compromise $25.00. and ab-
solutely no agreement, written or other-
wise, with any officer or officers
u•nutu.
We find the city infested with gam-
ing and the oonotyinli of crap shooters.
We have endeavor to serve notice on
those who have violated the law in this
way that at least some of them shall pay
for this wicked and unlawful practice.
eau:miss
We have found but few felonies oom•
milted Fbi. I. attributable to the sea-
son of the year, winter being the time
foe men to do their worst.
INSPRCTIOX or JAIL.
We veiled the jail and found seven
prisoners therein. AU but two have
beim tried and sentenced. The oells, so
far as we could see, are in • safe °wadi-
lion and the buildings and grounds are
In a good state of preservation. The
sanitary conditions are as good as the
nature of the place and the satiation of
the jail house will permit.
In oorclusloo we desire to thank the
court for his advice and assistance, and
the commonwealths attorney and the
county attorney for their ability awl
untiring energy in assisting us in the
discharge of our duties. To the sheriff
ant cirettit oonrt clerk we also desire to
extend our thanks We further wish
to thank the marshal and police officers
of our oily for their efficient and active
work in the interest of law and order.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
M. B. Kum,
Foreman Grand Jury.
40.
peRSOPIAL NOTES.
From wonders tinily.
Mrs H. A. Hardison, of Nashville, is
visiting her parents, Judge and Mrs. W.
P Winfree
Mr. and Mrs D A. Means have gone
to Norris Otte, Ill., to visit relatives.
Misses Alberta Htagen and Sallie Dill-
man are visiting relatives in Olarksville.
Mrs. Geo. 8. Oardwell and daughter,
of Louisville. are visiting the family of
J. I). Hill, on East 9th meet.
Mr. Robert Moorefield spent Sunday
In Clarksville.
Slim Annie White is vatting Mrs T
U. Turner at Cerulean Springs
Mr. Will Wicks has returned from
Dawson.
Messrs. 0. (). Prowse and Herman
Southall have returned from Oerulean.
Dr. John D. Clardy, of Newstvad, was
In the city today.
Ed Roaoh, of Evansville, was iu the
city Sunday.
John Russ, Jr , who has been visiting
his grandmother, Mrs. M. U Rust, will
return to Nashville this evening.
Capt. Cyrus Radford and James A.
Radford spent yesterday at Oernlean.
Mr Gino Bullard will not return to
Hopkinevilhose4we reported last week
but will remain here. We understand
he has made arrangements for a clerk
ship in Eugene Robertson's grooery.-
Adairville Notes in Raosellville Herald-
Ledger.
Mrs. Turley and daughters, Misses
Easabeth and Agnes Morris, of Nthohee,
Miss, have arrived in She minty to
speed the summer at their farm OD the
Olarkeville pike.
Yrs. S. M. Rogers and daughter, Mies
Mary, of Hopkinsvile, who bate been
the guests of Mrs. A. 0 Sweeney, re-
turned home yesterday. Owensboro In-
quirer.
Mr. Walter Manual bast gone to El-
dorado Springs to spend this weak.
Sitting in a draft to cool otT when
preapiriag freely.
Walking more than is necessary. es-
pecially in the sun.
Letting your temper get beyond curb.
Oontiouslly talking about the weath-
er and asking everybody you meet if it
is hot enough for them
Overworking, walking fast or run-
ning.
Welting bareheaded in the sun.
Walking fast or ex,-reising freely just
after eating a hearty or hurried meal.
The vital organs are most susceptible to
the heat at this time
*hal le De.
Now follows some of the things the
physician advises for hot weather com-
fort and health :
Drink cooling drinks in moderation.
Soda water and lemonade are all right
when not overindulged in
Keep your head as cool as posesible at I
all times.
Bathe as often as welfare. Gold we-
ter in the morning and luke warm Wa-
ter at night is the best The (mid water
In the morning fits you for the heat of
the days, and the warm water at night
insures a gocd resting eleee
Walk on the shady side of the street
whenever you can.
Wear light clothing.
lia$ wholesome food and do not over-
load your stomach.
Keep your excretory organs in as good
chaps as possible.
Take your time about eating.
Watch your liver closely sod be sure
it is acting well.
This is particularly necessary in the
case of stout people and if the slightest
doubt exists as to your condition con-
sult a physioian at once.
Childree.
:Keep your children cool and healthy
by bathing *MU tied".
Be oareful that the fruit they eat is
thoroughly ripe and not decayed par-
tially.
Above all things, look well to the
milk they drink. Impure milk is re-
sponsible for a largo majority of infan-
tile trouble..
PLUCKY BOY
HELD LINES,
Preventing Run away
Horse Doing Damage.
RAN OVER TWO MILES
Bernice Gooch, aged 15, moo of Mr.
Ed texch, provt,i this morning that he
posses's.' great pluck. He delivers news-
papers for Anderson & Fowler. About 9
°cloak the horse hitched to his news cart
became frightened on East Seventh
street near South Kentucky College and
ran off.. Young Gooch oould have Mop-
ped from the cart, but realizing that the
runaway animal might do damage on
the streets, he firmly clung to the linen.
Down the full length of Seventh street
the horse ran at fan speed, the brave
boy skillfully guiding so that obstruc-
tions and other vehicles were avoided,
and while unable to stop the animal the
lad kept complete contrcl of its direc-
tion. After running over two miles the
horse stopped of its own volition. Young
Gooch drove beck to town and contin-
ued his work of supplying subscribers
with papers He modesely disclaimed
doing anything' "worth making • fuss
over."
DESTROYED
BY FIRE,
Large Stable On Wilker-
son Farm Burns.
Prom Friday's daily.
Two large stables on M. L Wilier-
eon's farm, five miles south of this oily
on the Clarksville pike, burned this
morning together with most of their
contents.
Mr. Wilkerson's loss aggregates $4,-
000; insurance $2 500.
It is supposed the firs was caused by
a defective thee in the servant's room in
one of the stables, there having been a
fire in the grate to burn some trash.
When the blase was discovered the men
ou the place were in the fields some
distance away. They hurried to the
stables, which adjoined ode another,
but the flames had made snob headway
that they could not save the buildings.
The residence caught Are four times,
but by hard work its deetruotion was
prevented.
large lot of handsome furniture,
which had been. stored in one of the
stables, a buggy, harness, farming im-
plements and provinder were consumed
The stook was saved, but one of the
horses was badly burned. Mr Wilker-
son's oust, containing $65 in money, and
diamond studs worth $600, also burned
ORDERED TO WASHINOTON.
Capt. Logan Poland, of the United
States Marine Corps, has been ordered
to Washington for duty at the Marine
barracks
MAY ATTEND
Secretary George E Gary of the Good
Roads' Association, has received the fol-
lowing communication from .thivernor
Beckham .
"I bate this day issued the proclama•
tion announcing officially the meeting
of the National Good Roads convention
In Hopkinsville July IU and 11. I sin-
cerely hope that the convention will be
a success.
"I appreciate the invitation sent me
by your committee to be present on
that occasion, and assure you It would
give me much pleasure to accept. I am
unable now, hewever,to do so positively
for I am not sure that I can leave here
at that Mine. Should it be possible Sc
do so I will attend Yours very truly,
"J. 0. W. Beokham
0000 ROADS ASSOCIATION.
The Kentucky Good Roads Associa-
tion was organtzed'permanently Friday
is Louisville, and Ool I B. Nail, com-
missioner of agriculture of Kentucky,
WM elected president
The nest annual meeting will be held
in Lexington
HEAVY STORM
EAST OF CITY.
Wheat, Corn And 'Tobac-
co Much Injured.
BARN IS BLOWN DOWN
IP rum Fridno 's dal 0
A heavy wind. ram and hail storm
visited a part of East Christian, about
four miles from this city yesterday st-
terhoon and did great damage to crops.
On several forms, fencing arid trees
were blown down Shocked wheat was
c3naiderably damaged and, on smite
place., corn and totes/co were almost
ruined.
At the Edwards farm, run by John
Barnett, a large tob.crio barn was blown
down.
The rain for over an hour was terrific,
and all streams in that part of the ooun•
ty are greatly ewolien
During a part of the storm hail large
as guinea eggs fell
Hundreds of dollars worth of damage
was done
ma.
MISS WICKS, DEPUTY CLERK.
Miss Delia B. Wicks has been appoint-
ed a deputy county court clerk, and has
qualified. There is only one other worn•
an deputy in the county, Miss Rena
THE
An
HOME GOLD CURE.
-
lees frothiest( By Which Drunkards
re Heise Cured Daily In Spite
Of themselves.
He Noxious Doses. He Weakening Of I he
Nerves A Pleasant And Positive Cure
For The Liquor Habit.
It is now geoerally known and under-
stood that Drunkenness is a disease and
not weakners. A body filled with pois-
on, and nerves completely shattered by
periodical and constant use of Intoxicat-
ing liquors, requires an antidote caps-
tile of usutraliztag and eradicating this
poem), and destroying the craving for
intoxicants Sufferers may now ours
themselves at home without publicity or
loss of time from business by this won-
derful -HOME OOLO CURE," which
has been perfected after many years of
close study and treatment of inebriates.
The faithful use according to directions
of this wonderful discovery is positively
guarantee 1 to cure the most obstinate
case, no matter how hard a drinker.
Our records chow the marvelous trans-
formation of thousands of Drunkards
into sober, industrious and upright men.
WIVES CURE YOUR HUSBANDS!
OEIILDREN CURE YOUR FATHERS !
rm. remedy is in no sense a nostrum,
but is a specific for this disease only,
and is so skillfully devised and proper.
ad that it is thoroughly soluble and
pleasant to the taste, en that It can be
given in a cup of tea Or coffee without
the knowledge of the person taking it
Thousands of drunkards have cured
themselves with this prioeless remedy,
and as many more have been cured and
made temperate men by having the
"OU RE" administered by loving friends
and relatives without their knowledge
in coffee or tea, and believe today that
they quit drinking of their own free
will. DO NOT WAIT. Do net be de
laded by apparent and misleading "im-
provement." Drive out the diseases at
once and for all time The "HOME
GOLD CURE" is sold at the extremely
low price of One Dollar, thus placing
within the reach of everybody a treat-
ment more effectual than others costing
from $25 to 00. Full directions ac-
company each package. Special advice
by skilled -physicians when requested
without extra charge. Sent prepaid to
any part of the world on receipt of Otte
Dollar. Address Dept. 1)660, Edwin P,
Giles it Co., 2330 and 2332, Market St ,
Philadelphia.
All correspondence strictly ooutiden-
tial.
00 mmenclog May 15th, and Meting*
ng until September Mb., the Illinois
Dents* B. R. will fell round trip
ticks." as follows. Cerulean Springs,
800, Dibwson Springs, $1.70, Crittenden
Springs, $3.25, Grayson Springs, $5 80,
Tickets will be limited to ISO days from
date of sale for return, except that
tickets sold after August let. will be
nailed to October 31ta
Remember a.fitty cent bottle
of Scott's Emulsion given in
proper quantities will last a
baby fifty days; a child s:x or
seven, thirty days; and a child
of ten or twelve, twenty days.
It's a very economical medi-
cine.
If the child is sickly, without
appetite, it will nourish and
bridge it over until it can take
its usual food.
For delicate children wit hou-
any real disease, it can be used
with splendid results.
Well wed woe • 11111. 1, try, d y•ry like
scsirr a WON I, es Pearl west, Nay yart.
I
1
i Company Has Been Formed Tb Develop The Pet
I leum Resources Of The County And Will
Sink WellslAt Once.
FIFTEEN THOUSAND ACRE4,OF LAND LEASE .I[
FIELDS OF BEAUMON
1
Expert. believe there are vast oil
fields in North Christian of wouder!ul
produottventhe They assert the qu•Ii•
ity of oil is decidedly superior to that of
the Beaumont, Texas, region.
A company has just been formed con-
sisting of A. f'. Crockett, oily attorney
of Hopkinavill - ; T. T. Hillman, of Birm-
ingham, Ala ; T. 11 Steger, of Nash-
ville, Tenn.; William Lynch and J K.
Hayes, of Dawson Springs, who have
leased about 15,000 acres of oil lands im-
mediately east Rawson Springs,
where they propose to have wells sunk
at once.
Twelve thousand acres are in Ohria-
Sian amity and three thousand in Oald
well.
Mr Orookett hos had the oil analyz id
by three different ohs mists and the re•
pora show that it has twice the grade
of the Beaumont oils with very strong
lubricating qualities The epic. Ito grav-
ity of this oil is about 40"„, sod the In
brioating quality I. over dOe„. There is
very 1 Itle sulphur and no silica, and
the oil specialists pronounce it remark-
ably line
A number of years ago a well was
suit 4110 let deep in a primitive man-
ner on these I %tide A vein of gas was
'truth which I leer the machinery out of
the well. Gas and oil came oat f
*104OP-het well In large quantitiest
bar days and now the petrolesin
0WSINi to the top of the well
Since this petroleum has teen Ix +m-
ined a +.umb•r of oil in +u have been try -
log to secure lessee and have made a
meroua propositions to secure the Nip-
os already upon the land, litrusinghlt
olpital:sts are much interested ha
project and a number of wells will very
shortly be solo. A number of wells
sunk for domestic purposes on this land
More so much petroleum that they can
not be used f o r drinkieg. Pe-
troleum stands several feet deep and is
dipped off in me for use in kindling
fired( Many of Ste farmers lee it in
greasing their machinery Is has an
amber color, and it. odor can be detect-
ed for many yards.
Mr. Hiliman,who was formerly general
manager of the Tennessee Coal it Iron
Company, and is larg.ly interested in
the Oeliforula oil, pronounces this oil
superior to the oil there
- -
is
tae
Articles of locorooratiou will be filed
next week and every • tfort Will be made
to develop the Iii resources in this coon-
Sy.
Three Deaths In Two Days In One Family
News of the +Dath of three relatives, lnear Lafayette.
two being brothers, in lees than forly• His funeral took place Wednes
day
eight hour. is reported from Lafayette morning
George D. ()HMI, an thoonnt of
whose death was published in the N ew
Ems, wss buried Tuesday at Noah
Springs When the body was being
lowered into the grave, a message was
received thet a brother of the deceased
Aaron Or ffey, bad died at his home
BRIGHT YOUNG
MAN IS DEAD
Stephen E. Trice Suc-
cumbs To Paralysis.
P orn Katurday's daily
Stephen E Trice, second eon of Mr.
and Mrs. John B. Trios, died yesterday
afternoon at the name of his parents on
South Main street
Although he had been ill three years
and confined to his bed a year and a
bad, his death was unexpected. In
fact, symptoms developing the day be-
fore his life ended were apparently fa-
vorable to his ultimate recovery. The
wide circle of his devoted friends have
learned the sad news with deep and
genuine sorrow and his family are
crushed with grief.
Mr. Trios was only twenty-four years
of age, and at the time be became phys-
ioally incapacitated, he was on the
threshold of what promised to be
brilliant businees career, and, with his
flue physisose, a long life of bealth,
naafi:dust's and bappineas seemed to
stretch before him. He received his
classics,' education at Richmond ()al-
lege, in Virginia, after which he wens
So Poughkeepsie. N Y., and studied at
Eastman Business Oollege. While at
the latter institution he received a fall
while exercising in a gymnasium, and
it is believed that the disease which
caused his death resulted therefrom
—4144--
FlOPKINSVILLE WON.
The "Virginias," a team composed of
the younger ball players, went to Ca-
diz Saturday and defeated the junior
tem at that place by the score of d to 6.
The Oaths boys ran in three of the
larger team but even with this advau-
gage could not win.
The features of the game were the
batting of Oaldthwaite, the work of
Hugh Adams at second base, and the
battery work of Armistead and Ed-
wards.
TAKEN TO PENITENTIARY
Five Prissier' Convicted At lees Term
01 Court.
The fire prisoners convicted at the
term of Christian circuit wart whiols
has just closed, were taken to the
branch penitentiary at Eddy•ille Satur-
day.
The list follows :
Jim Henry Burros, murder, thirteen
and one-belt years; (Marie' Ferguson,
rape, ten years; Will Wynn, malicious
assault, two and a half years, George
Jackson, grand larceny, two yessrs;
Jordan Baker, house-breaking, one
year.
All are colored.
CAPT. HANCOCK ILL.
Friday Will and Douglass Hancock,
of this city and Judge Wallace Han
cook, of Cadiz, were called to Clarke
trills by the illness of their father, Oapt.
T. R. Hancock. The but report re
-
ceived in this sity stated that his 
con-
ditiontths improved.
Do you want a sound liver, 
vigorous
digestioo, strong healthy kidneys, regu-
larity in the bowels' Take Pri
ckly
!Ash Bitters. It has the medicall 
prop
lieges that will produm this result -J
U Cook
HERM FOR
A PLUNGE!
A.
111111,1011•N•11
•
How man—y- omen feel eqttal to a
dive below the watery deep? How
many of them have theiierve for it?
Very few.
Almost every woman suffers from
a weakened condition of the mu-
cous membrane that lines her body
and this saps her vitality and energy.
She is filled with nervous terrors
and does not find life worth living.
She is told she has dyspepsia or
"female weakness" when in reality
nothing ails her but catarrh or in-
flammation of the delicate lining of
her organs.
She needs Pe-ru-na and nothing
else. It is the only medicine nec-
essary to restore her strength.
What's the use of dragging through
life half alive when Pe-ru-no will
bring back all its pleasure? This
medicine is a tonic for the whole
body, and there is no doubt at all
but that you need it, for it is th•
OM real cure for all troubles.
DEATH OF
G. A. HILLE
A Progressive and Public
Tuesday night the eight months oldt, Spirited Citizen.
grandchild of Aaron Goffey, died white
the ooroee ley in an adjoining room.
The cnild was but ed Wednesday after-
noon .
Aaron mid I i-orge Or fray were be-
tween 70 and Si) y•ars of age.
- 
BANNER SALE
OF SEASON
Prom Saturday 'spali y
The banner sale, of the town, public
and private, to k place on the local to-
bacco market this week. On the breaks
the market was fairly steady to
while private sales, it is reported,
made at a good advance.
The rain and hail storm did much
damage to wheat corn and tobacco.
The report of the inspectors follows:
Receipts for week
Receipts for year
Sales for week 
Sales for year 
Offerings
"' •
Corn won 
Medium
Good  
Fine 
firm
were
545
9.490
782
8,670
782
149
woe
..... 4 6045 CO
 
 4 76q45 50
 
6 50@6 00
 
 6 004 6 50
Liar
Common    6 0007 50
Medium   7 5049 00
Good  9 00411 00
Fine  11 00413 50
:—W. T. .
ooper
& COMPANY.
IKREITAAL: Grocers.
OP COURT HOUSE
Mr. A. G. Hills, a highly esteemed
citizen and progreative business man,
died Saturday night at his home on
South Main street
His death was coined by heart trou-
ble. superinduced by acute indigestion.
Ha had been ill for several weeks.
Mr. Hille was born at Buffalo, W.
Va., forty-six year-s ago. He moved to
Trigg county twenty-live years ago and
located at Roaring Springs. Later be
came to this city to live. Be was mar-
ried twentytwo years ago to MissFaunie
0.Metcalfe, who with five childreiefour
girls and one boy, survive him. Mr
Hille wee prominent in business and
church circlets and was a man of great
push and enterprise, a stanch and loyal
friend, and he 111 be greatly Mess-
ed in the community. He fthmerly
oondaoted a confectionary establish-
ment, and later was connected for many
years in the capacity of manager with
the local gas company. It the time of
his death he was engage d in laundry
and plumbing business on South Main
street He was the found, r of Hille's
chapel, the church on Jesup's avenue
which has accomplished AO mueh good
DiSe8SCS
ECZEDA, TETTER, PSORIASIS, SALT RHEUM, ACWR and a great many other
diseases of like character are classed as skin diseases, when they could just as
properly be called blood diseases, for they undoubtedly originate in the bleed,IIIke
Cancer, Catarrh; Scrofula, Rheumatism, Contagious Blood Poison, etc.; the slowly
real difference being in the intensity and nature of the poison. The mere serious
diseases, Cancer, eatarrh, etc., are caused by Wine elA•Clic peace or virus, which
is either inherited or in other ways gets into the blood and attacks eartaia vital
organs or appears in the form of terrible sores and ulcers, while the milder and
less danger,,,,s skin diseases are caused by blood humors or an over acid osatition
of that fluid. These acid poisons, as they ooze out through the parrs of the skin,
cause great irritation, with intense itching and burning. The eruption may be of
a pustular kind, with excessive discharge of thick, gummy fluid, or the skin may
be hot, dry and feverish, swollen and fiseured. Skin diseeadeas sores, wialsether owl stkor Finiappeari
I can cheerfully and most sincerely *adores become more deeply rooted
and intractable e longer
ueglected, the skin time
your speeit.e as • curs for Eczema, the most
haviag a thick, hart, rough
end unsightly ap=o: se.
Irritating and annoying diseaso, I think, that
flesh is heir to. I was troubled with it for
twenty-bye years, and tried many remedies
with no good effect. Atter Weiner Your numlieine
may 
au:ode tnc .refi 5e0 
this
 , R. 
statement 
el uImneatilmtr anyl syntmi 
toads, 
178 moree tr lieved.y  yfoour a 3 ; 4fVoortt acanwav:ite wiletionsuithecomatica, soaps;
sad powders may relievethose affiroted thvaenrynortoesripecrtrufourymyself.
taisporattly the iteking mei
taL,Lians beirniag, but eventually the
Wit. osititchii
Poles of the skin become se
treatment that the poisonous matter threw' adf by the blood
iwupesbc Central. Wichi
pass out of the system, and settles on the lungs, bean or some other eta
polluted blood is the right treatment for skis
(cc!rignga3n):173tan ,1 endangers life.
To purify and build up the
aml for this purpose no other medicine is so deservedly popular as S.8. &
It is a j.c!:ect antidote for all blood humors, and when taken into the circulatioa,
gently but thoroughly eliminates all impurities and puts the blood in a healthy,
normal state. The skin can't remain in an irritated. disc:seed conditioa wisest
nourehed with rich, new blood. S. S. S. is the only guaranteed purely vegetable
remedy, and the safest and best skin beaetifier. Write our physicians if you have
any blood or skin disease, and they will cheerfully advise you without chews.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY, ATLANTA, (14..
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To Keep
Cool
Buy one of those Handsome
Flannel Suits, coat and pants, just
• the thing for hot weather, and one
of our
nee
Mee
fe:
!cycle Brand Strawatiats
ad you will look cool when the
thermometer reaches 99. Remem-
ber, we do not sell drummers' sam-
ples, auction or second hand goods.
We buy
Nothing BUT THE BEST tgl
goods that money will buy. Our
reputation for carrying nothing but
first class goods is well established
In this county.
J.T.WALL&CO.
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a.? 11/1111116111
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and
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No. 1.
Ingtnuity and enterprise are constantly giving to
the farmer labor saving devices and conveniences
for the profitable conduct of his farm.
Stagnant Pond
Water
drunk by his mulch cow would give all his family
chills. If he is up to-date and wide awake he will
bore a well and put in a pump and run it by a
Gasoline Engine.
The Bates & Edmund is the best make. We
handle it. He doesn't care then whether the wind
blows or not, he can get pure water for his cattle and
horses, wind or no wind, rain or no rain.
No. 2.
We Ask You to Call and See the New
Timken Roller
Bearing Buggy
It never requires a drop of
oil, and runs so lightly your
horse gets in front and stays
there when hitched to one of
them. Takes no dust.
Buy a Timken. Any kind
and price buggy can he found
On our floors.
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_THE NEW ERA
-PUBLISKED,BY-;
Mew Era Printing &-PablishigCo
NUNTES ROIL Pe*West
Streik near Main, H , Ky.
IDIVICL-New Era Building, Seventh
*1.00 A YEAR.
aseetved as Use iseassales in Hophlasville
as netuni-slassash UMW
Friday, July 5, 1901.
• - ADVERTISING RATES: -
One Inch, first insertion 
 
$ ISO
One inch, one mouth  S
Oae loch, three months  • Uti
On* incti. all mouths 
 
00
Line inch, one year  1600
Additional rates may be bad by applica-
tion at the office.
Transient ad•erUsing must be paid for la
advance.
Charges for yearly advertisements will De
sollecteu quarterly.
All stivertmentens• Inserted without spec-
tated Wage will be cis...reed for until ordered
out.
Aanotiatlatiasinte of Marriages and Deaths,
sot. enceedlag are Does, and notices of
preaching published gratis.
Obituary Notices, ateliulu‘lotti of Respect,
and her similar uotices, SYC mints per line.
- CLUBBING RATES:-
The WoriLLY Raw lima and the following
goner one year;
Twine-a-1k est Courier-Journal , .. $1 hi
=
Weekly in. Louis Republic 1 it/
Weekly lilobv-leimusi rat. ,. 17$
weeny anonaaeu It oquirer. - 1 So
Send- Weekly Nashville American 1 SU
Weehls Loturovios L'Ontaterclal I 26
1r1-W mall hew York Worid   III
Deily Louisville Pon r to
nemeses Yarns la
Nattocal itagasiae-Iicaston 1 It
W *oily 41.6419a1Ab tAllaillA114011 I 111
Weolcky New Yore Tribune l le
Tvl-W mats New tort Tribune 1 76
Farmer's noose Journal. sow
smason nets °guy, t 74
*petal clubbing rate. with any magazine
Of rievoiPairer published In tee United States
Wilt I Dllik.CTUK
CAM? 00trar -First Monday in Jane
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
tember.
ittuAatssvr 0OURT-Second Mondays
in Jancary, April, July and October.
letscsie Count-First Tuesday in April
Mid October.
00WITI Oocrin-First Monday in 'were'
month.
It is gst:ing to be an old mot! for sail.
&maims to give array their money but
all the sari-, we b Le•ti that hostel!
Sage Conal.lt r.sble comment
by gair g away 'yea hall a million.
Hanna and Foraker need each other
In their little business just now. That
is why there is harmony.
The Ohio Republican oonventien gave
the cliored brother a fine sand-off in
their ptatform, but did not recognize
aim in giving out the offices.
flanator Plat stays that Oitha must be
a real republic. Yes, that's what we
say. too ' A real republic owing allegi-
ance to no other natien-exospt the
United States, from which It has to ask
permission to do pretty nearly every-
Ming it webs, to do. Oh, yes. let
Otehe he a real republic, by all mesas.
Mr. Weemaakse ow be bluffing, but
the AMPS mamba that the Quay railway
transitise stealers of Philadelphia dare
eel Gall his bluff.
DOCK MARTIN CONVICTED
Clwksville Of The Brutal Murder Of
His Wile
Dock Martin, oolored, has been found
guilty as Olarksville of murder in the
first degree, and must bang or go to the
penitentiary for lit, at the discretion of
the court. The crime for which he was
trial and found guilty was the murder
of his wife, whoa matilatei remains
were found in a brush heap while her
child played quietly around the corpse
The I3oers now seem in stair way to
regain all they have lost, and they are
carrying the war into Cape Oolony. If
Ibis sort of thing keeps up, the British
will be asking for arbitration
The department of agriculture is ad-
vertising for agrosiologiste, and getting
few responses. If it asked for educated
farmers it might do better.
ft Is not at all surprising that Russia
fails to understand the workings of our
tariff system. Even Secretary Gage
knows very tittle about it.
President Scharman says the United
States has never produced a Homer or a
Shakespeare or a Darwin. True, but
dessal.he Mow that is has produced
Mary Yellin' Lee's, A. J Beveridge
and Mary Baker Eddy and Marcus An-
gelina Hanna. What more deem the man
Want
The administration has officially ad-
mitted that our forest are Will opposed
in many portions of the Philippines, and
the casualty reports le the war depart-
melt simphsatse the admission.
Divon of respoasibility seldom ao-
NIMpiishes good results; home our re-
fuel le sadism over the dual govern-
mast military in spots and MTh in
spats, inaugurated in the Philippines
today- the "Glorious Fourth.' There
is a military governor and a civil govern.
or and they are both to be booted by
Deeteaary Root.
The gentlemen who are declaring that
they will not support Mx. Bryan again
are meseing a bridge a Wag Mute before
they got to : Mr. Bryan has not asked
anybody to support bias again, nor has
he said anything that can be 000strned
Mae even the vaguest intention of doing
es.
The Republioan quarrel over tariff
revision is growing more acrimonious
all th• time. Go ahead, boys, fight it
So a finish. You can count upon the
Democrat' in Oongress to properly refe-
ree the fight.
Basest* Tess Owen With Csonarells,
Candy Cathartic, more ocescipanis flebionait.. as. U acc,. tau, aressiste named Rem
If a Woman
wants to psi mat a ere she doesn't
heap on oil and wood. She throws
on water.knowingthat water quenches
tire. When a woman wants so get
well from diseases peculiar to her sex,
she should not add fuel to the fire
already burning her life away. She
should not tale worthless Map and
potions composed of harmful narcot-
ics and opiates. They do not aback
be disease-they do not cure it-they
amply add fuel to the fire.
Bradfisid's Female
Regulator should be
taken by every woman
or girl who has the
slightest suspicioa of
any of the ali-
ments which at.
• wom•s.
'They will simplybe wasting Owe
until they take it.
The Regulator Is
S purtfying,
soon gth•aiag
 
 toalc, which gets
at the roots of the
disease sad Cann
the cause. It does not drug
the pain, It eradicates IL
It Mope falling of the womb,
leecorrinia, inessionaties
and periodical suffering. Ir-
regular. moiety or painful
ssenstruatios; sad by doing
all this drives sway the
hundred and one aches and
pains which drain health
and beauty. happiness sod
good temper from many a
woman's life. It tithe one
ressody above all others
widen every woman should
Mew *best and use.
scare per heeds
at ass dreg Mara.
fiend tor soy km
iliserassi hisea
The liradfklii
Weralater Co.
Admits, Gs.
HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundsed Dollars Re-
ward for any cam of Oatarrh that can-
not be mired by Hall's Oatarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & 00., Props.,
Toledo, Ohio,
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the past 16 years, and he-
ftye him perfectly honorable in all bin
einem transactions and financially able
to oarry out any obligations made by
their firm.
Wan it Taria.a, Wholesale Druggists,
Toledo, 0. WALDINU, KINNAN it MAR-
VIN. Wholesale Druggists. Toledo, 0.
Hall's Catarrh Ours is taken internal-
ly. acting directly upon the hlood and
mucous surf aces of the system. Price
750 per bottle. Sold by all droggista.
Testimonials tree.
Hall's Family Pita are the best
GETS A PENSION.
Gustave. Buckner, of Pembroke, a
federal viteran, was Monday granted a
pension of 116 a month.
A HELPLESS CHILD.
A weak and puny ohild is badly han-
dicapped in the battle of life. It is
tool 'mei from the healthy enjoyments of
its lassie fenny-beings. It cannot par.
take either of their play or their sturdy
work at progress in the world, its
whole I fe is embittered by incapacity
and weakness.
Any woman who expect, to Demme a
mother ought to know that Dr. PISMO'S
Favorite Prescription will do both for
her own health and safety during her
time of trial and also to insure her in
queathing a fair memoirs of health sad
strength ,o the prospective little one,
ZIMMER-PINGREE.
Friends of Mr Eton Pollock Zimmer
will receive with pleasurable surprise
the news of his marriage. The happy
event occurred Tuesday at ()feeble, MO.,
the home of the bride.
Miss E. Lenora Philtres, a society belle
and daughter of a wealthy merchant,
was the young lady who gave her hand
and heart to the former Hopkinsville
boy. She is a near relative of the late
Gov. Hazen 8. Filigree, of Michigan.
Mr. Zimmer is the youngest son of Mr.
and Mrs. N. Zimmer, of this city, and
his friends here are legion. He is a
height and talented gentleman of star-
ling business end social qualifications.
He is manager of the St. Joseph, /Jo ,
office of the Holland Cash Register 0o.
and Mrs. Zimmer will be at home
in St. Joseph on July ;5.
IlAYDOLE'S HAMMER.(iwon Plaster Is Pais's Asti.)
idea Maydole was told that he mete "s
pretty goodhammer," be said, "No, I dart
make a 'pretty good hammer,' I make the
beet hemmer that ever was made."
Every carpenter who saw a Maydola ham-
mer wanted one. It was of the bee, ma•
terial, perfectly balsnoed, and the bead
never flew off. Hammers were divided into
two demas let, Maydole's; Id, all the rest.
Plasters are separated by the same line
of cleavage; Let, Benson's Porous Plater
Id, all the rest. When, for rheumatic pain,
a eold, a sough, kidney trouble or any
other disease or ailment that may heti-mad
aetarnally, you ask for a plaster, any bon.
act, repbi. druggist will give you a Ben-
son's. He Mew, it is incomparably the
hest, and he mininies that you know it too.
As the name of Maydole stood for hammers
the same of Beason stands for plasters-
the "real thing." All the medicinal poten-
cies that are valuable in a plaster are in
Benson's. Capsicum, Strengthening sad
Belladonna piasters are out of date.
An army of physicians and druggists, and
millions of the people, have written of
Benson's Plasters as a remedy to helmeted.
Itemon's Platers have fifty-five higlisea
awards. Amine no substitute.
For sale by all druggists, or we will pre-
pay postage on any number ordered in the
United States, on receipt of 25o. each.
lisabery A Johnson, Mfg. Cluisniala, N.Y.
COMMISSIONERS REAPPOINTED.
Harry Ferguson Will Comtism Ti Hold
Ills Place.
Judge Evans has reappointed U oiled
Slates commissioners: Dudley Lindsey,
Oweesboro; Geo. 8. Hardy, Russellville,
Harry Ferguson, Hopkinsville ; Ohm. P
Keeley, Bowling Green; Jas. A Con-
ies,, Glasgow; F. R. Winfrey, Oclum-
Dia ; Charles T. Brent, Albany. Charles
0. Beiderick, Lebanon, and Harry F.
Oamin, Louisville. Any of these com-
missioners out be removed at the plea@
are of the judge.
A GENTLE HINT.
In our style of climate, with its sud-
den change of climate-rain, wind and
sunshine often intermingled in the sane
day-it is no wonder that our children,
Muscle and relattves are so freqnently
mites from us by neglected colds, half
the deaths resulting directly from this
cause. A bottle of Boohee's German
Syrup boot about your horre for inane-
Made will prevent eerie= sickness, a
large enter's bill, and perhaps death,by
the use of three of four doses. For cur-
ing oessmigelendmenorrh ages, pneumo-
nia, severe coughs, croup. or any disease
of the throat or lungs, Its sucoees is sim-
ply wonderful, as your druggist will tell
you. Get a sample bottle free from R
0. Hardwick, My Pharmacy. Regale'
size 760. 0,1 Green's Prize Almanac.
REDUCE YOUR INTEREST.
We solicit applications for farm loons
on ten years time, interest payable an-
nually, with privilege of prepayment in
any one year of any • amount, at any
time, not to exceed one fifth of the prin-
cipal. We issue fire, lightning, torna-
do, and the only life insurance policy
giving absolute, continuous, 11011 -forfeit-
able and Incontestable protection. It
absolutely protects wherever the sun
seines. We also deal in Lank stooks,
bonds and high grade investment se-
curities.
W•LTS11 F. CiAalliTT it Co.
I osursoco and Financial Agents.
alio wly
SHOT BY ACCIDENT
Was a Wawa. While Adjust* Visitor's
Cravat.
Lizzie B. Weaver. a colored
residing near Herndon. in this
died at her home Monday from
woman
county,
the ef•
tents of a wound received Saturday ev-
ening.
Pete Johnson, colored, had been to a
picnic and returning home stopped to
visit the Weaver woman. While she
was adjusting his cravat he tried to
osmotic his piaci from one pocket to
smother, when it was accidentally dis-
charged, the ball hada( Wool in the
left side below the laM rib. Jehason
has net bees arrested.
HARVEST AFTER FREE
OF DEATH. TURNPIKES.
Grim Reaper Is Still At
Work.
Mrs. James West Passes
Away Atter rlonths
Of Suffering.
Frotsi I ursilay '•
Mrs Florence A. West, the beloved
wife of Ooonollman J SID ire West, died
last evening at her home on Walnut
street.
For many months she had been ill of
consumption. Everything possible to
prolong her life, (shanty' of climate,
milled medical treatment and careful
nursing, bad been resorted to, lint it had
been apparent for weeks to those ac-
quainted with her condition that the end
was not far distant Her weary suffer-
ings ceased at 6:30 o'clock.
She was a lady of great nobility of char-
acter and sweet and lovable disposition.
Her mental traits were of a high order
and her graciousness and gentle manners
and sympathetic nature endeared her to
all who knew her. Her devotion to the
cause of Christ was marked, and she
was active in church work and private
charities.
Mrs. West was about thirty-five year.
of age and was Miss Florence Darter
when she married her husband, the well
known Wham° man. Two children, a
eon and daughter, were born of this
union. She was a member of the Cum-
tierland Presbyterian church and her
tensest will be held at the church this
afternoon as four o'clock, conducted by
her pastor. Rev. Dr Wyatt. Interment
will take place In Hopewell cemetery.
Miss May Herndon died Saturday
night of typhoid fever at Kennedy. She
was the daughter of Mrs Susan Hern-
don and was eighteen years of age She
was popular with a wide circle of
friends and her death is deeply regret-
ted.
Lafayette Wilkins died Thursday
night at his home near Howell. Be
was about 76 years old and his death
was caused by dropsy of the heart Be
had been in declining health for tbe
past Iwo years. Two daughters survive
him, ma unmarried and the other Mrs.
T. J. Giles, of Florida. He was a
highly respected citizsn and was liked
by all who knew him. The interment
took place Friday in the family burying
ground
LOUISVILLE FALL MEETING
Will Betio October 5 sod Last a Meath
or Logger.
The proposed Turf Oongress fall race
meeting at Louisville will begin, so
cording to present plans, on October 5
and continue for eighteen days. The
meeting will run a month or longer if
the attendance justifies an extension of
time. Secretary Fowler, of the New.
On track, who Is also secretary of the
Turf Oongress, will be the moving spit.-
it in the new club. The meeting will
be held at the Louisville trotting track.
according to the present programme. It
Is also proposed to hold a meeting next
May.
SPLENDID SNOWING.
The New Fat with pride and pleas-
ure refers its readers to the quarterly
statements of the four klopkinsville
banks, which appear on page if this
issue Them institutions have rotor&
which banking comarne in the large
°aim might esvy. They are wisely
and (conservatively managed, and their
officers have no superiors as safe busi
noes men in this region.
- -
In addition to the regular quarterly
statement of the Planter'. Bank and
Trust Co. which appears in another col-
umn, this Institut& is now in charge
?f over $40,000 in trust funds whioh has
been added to its resoles banking bust-
uess in the space of four months sinew
organization March 1.
kir( Hitv -keit SIRS.
rutn y s daily
A despatch from Mr. Dixon Kitchen
anneonces that bit marriage to Mrs. R
H Ramakers took place at four o'clock
yesterday afternoon at the residence of
the bride in Houston, Texas They left
immediately after the ceremony for a
bridal trip in the East and to the Buffa-
lo exposition. They will arrive here
July 15
The marriage is one of tbe wont inter-
esting events that Iccal society, in which
the groom is exceedingly popular, has
discussed to a long time. The bride has
never visited here. She it said to be a
lady of wealth. beauty and culture
She has two children, a son and daughter
Ii 1,1.11.AND•SI M P•tort.
Mr. Urey Gilliland and Miss Emit' T.
Simpson popular young people of the
Consolation vicinity, were married this
morning by Esq B F roller, at the
home of the bride.
FOR SALE
A trace of excellent land, containing
263 acres situated in Trigg county Ky.,
in one of the best neighborhoods in the
slate on the Oediz road, ••!'.., miles from
Grsoey at the junction of the L it N sod
1._C' Railroads and 4, miles from
Montgomery For prices sad terms ap-
ply to Mrs. Mattis E. Gaines at Mont-
gomery, Ky., or Hunter Wood at Hop-
kineville, Ky.
June Ii, 1901 .
••••••••11.. 
STRAYED-• black mare mule,
about 16 and 17 years old; fox ears,
white spot on shoulder, last seen at
Longview, on 81. Elmo rood.
Wm. Steuxas, 001
BY STORING WHEAT with as we
give you the advantage of daily bids
from Nashville, Henderson, Evans
Tills, Hopkinsville and other markets
wet Tailor it Et:MCA.
Montgomery County May
Emulate Christian.
Clarksville Realizes Hop-
kinsville Will Soon Have
Her Trade.
The quarterly court of Montgomery
county, Tennessee took. stem' Monday
looking to the final fie elog of the coun-
ty's turnpikes
The matter was brought before the
court in the form of a strong petition
signed by a mai .rity of the business
firms of Clarksville asking that the court
take steps toward freeing the Hopkins-
villa pike to the Kentucky slate line, in
order that they may not be hantioapped
by the recent action of th i Christian
county authorities in deolariog that por-
tion of the pike free which traverses
this county.
A strong point was made that if Moni.
pinery county maintains tollgates upon
its part of the pike, the trade of that
section hitherto going to Clarksville will
be turned lee Hopirioeville
Iii. believed from the prompt way in
which tte nobly court dealt with the
matter, that it means to free the pikes
of Moot/colliery county.
RESIT I OF 111100 PRIMARY.
_
The Dew crime primary election held
in Trigg county Saturday resulted in
the following nominations: Represen-
tative, Henry R. Lawrence; County
Judge, G. B. Bingham; County Attor-
ney, Denny P. Smith; County Oo
Olerk, Lafayette R. Wallis; Sheriff, Al-
ex Wallace; School Superintendent, Al-
fred Cunningham; Jailer, Allison Boyd;
Assessor. W. P. Barrow One thousand
six hundred votes were polled. Law-
rence, for Representative, rec4iivei the
largest vote of any candidate having op-
position. Denny P. Smith received
the biggest majority of any of the can-
didate
Do you want a sound liver, vigorous
digestion, strong healthy kidneys, regu-
larity in the bowels? Take Prickly
kali Bitters. It has the medical prop
erties that will produce this result. -J.
0 Cook
OUARTE
IS SMALL,
but its purchasing power
is great when spent at
BURCH'S
Cash Grocery
9 bars Lenox Soap for  260
4 CADS Greenwich Le for 260
8 pkgs. White Line Washing Powder 26c
19 pkg.. Pearline for .. . . 25c
7 pounds Lump Starch for . 260
7 pkg. Gold Dust Washing Powder, 26c
7 pkgs. Oelluloid Starch for.... 25o
7 pkgs. Victor Starch for 
 250
3 Single Washboards for 
 
 26c
1 Double Washboard for . 2bo
2 good Brooms for 
 260
Beet Broom in town for .. 
 26o
2 gallons °coil Oil for 
 .. 260
6 bottles Pepper Sauce for 
 260
3 bottles Tomato Catsup for 
 260
3 bottles Worm etershire Sauce for... 260
9 jars Mustard for 26c
3 boxes Remo Axle Grease for .. 26o
3 boxes Mica A xle Gres*. for. 
 36c
3 boxes good Toilet Soap for 
 26o
2 boxes fine Toilet Soap for .... 26o
3 bottles Vanilla or Lemon Extract 260
I pound Red Oros. Tobacco for 
 26e
6 No. 2 Lamp Flues for 
  26o
3 No e Fire Proof lamp Flue. for. 26o
4 can. i 1oc size) Bruton'. Snuff for 25o
9 cans Veteran Baking Powder,
with nice preemie', for . . 26c
3 cans Table Peached for 
 .945o
4 pkgs. Pancake Flour for ... . 250
3 pounds good Green Coffee for 254,
2 pounds good Roasted Ooffee for . 260
It Pays to Trade at
BURCH'
No 13 Main Street,
PHONE No. 271.1
DO YOU
NEED AN EXTRA
PAIR OF TROUSERS?
SEE OUR
5.00
GOODS!
WARD BROS.,
112, S. Main.
We Have
PLENTY
of Everything Good
TO EAT!
Our goods are the best
and freshest the mark-
et affords. Send us your
orders and they will be
promptly filled.
Main St. Market Men.
204 8. Main, 'Phone IS.
Imam
SI onus.
writ* for
als offer.
RUINED BY
FLAMES
PRECINCT
CONVENTIONS.
A Residence On East Sev- To Nominate For Magis-
enth Street Damaged. trates And Constables.
I nsuragce Expired Day Be-
fore The Fire--Another
Blaze.
From Wednesday's daily.
The residence on Seventh and 4 amp-
bell streets recently °wowed by Mre
Berta Gant was ruined by a fire ithieb
was discovered at one o'clock this more
hag.
The departmeat responded promptly
to the alorti, bat the dames had wade
oonaiderable beadwey and the firemen
were able to do little more than save
the wells and prevent the flames from
spreading to other dwellioge.:
The house was todurnished and had
not been tenanted since the departure
of Mrs. Gauss family.
The property was owned by Mayor F.
W. Dabney. Yesterday the insurance
expired end he bad failed to have the
policy renewed His loss is estimated
to be $1,500.
The origin of the Sae is a ruyste.
Mayor Dabney doemaot believe M
incendiary, but thinks it likely thiamine
tramp had been using the rooms as a
sleeping place and accidentally set the
building on tire.
--
Shortly after the department arrived
at the Dabney plsoe, another fire of on-
knoon origin broke out In the small
beck building on North Main street be-
tween Fourth and Fifth, formerly coca-
pied by H. O. Wood as a feed store and
recently by John Alexander as a butch-
er shop. The firemen were divided and
half of them went to the scene of
the new blaze. The store was gutted
by the flames and the loss will amount
to several hundred dollars Mrs Helen
Wood owned the property,
DR. WILLIAMS RETIRES.
Dr. Hamiltos II. Eckesrede Succeeds To
His Practice.
Elsewhere iu this impression Is the
profeasional card of Dr. Hamilton N.
Eckenrode, and a statement from Dr.
-
K. W. Williams in reference to his
tirement from the practice of dent
dol 
.
To these uotices the attention of readers
is especially called. Dr. Williams has
been practicing him profession in Hop-
kinsville for many year.. He retiree to
devote his entire attention to his stook
farm. Dr. Eckenrode, who succeeds to
his practice, is from Fredericksburg,
Va. He is a graduate of the University
of Maryland, and a gentleman of lintel-
ligence and culture who will be
come acquisition to the professional and
social circles of the city. He and his
wife are now in the oity and will board
at Mrs. W. T. Blakemore's. The apart-
ments vacated by Dr. Williams are be-
ing handsomely refitted for Dr. Ecken-
rode.
ASYLUM DEFEATED.
The Hopkinsville and Western Asy-
lum baseball teams played yesterday
afternoon on the asylum grounds. The
game was more exciting than scientific,
being largely a batting match The
score was 90 to 16 in favor of the local
club.
"Vow?
Fill the bottles with 11111.28.
Drink it ROW. Every glass-
ful eontributas to good
health. Purifies
the blood, clears
the complexion,
makes rosy
cheeks. Make
It at bane.
1
Pa.
I Rootbeher 
Every Woman
is interlard and should I. uo
about Ow uon.lcrful
MARWL Wbiraeg Sprm,
Th. bew Vaginal ay taw.Ian toad xarettos. Rest- .ist
eat Moat ConvenientIi. Mae.. Imiaatly,
DA robe graggInt W. it
If be cannot sapid y the
sc,ept hu
Jailer. but mend stamp for 11ugratad book 
-aosiod.lt turasfull particulars and dlnieliona Invaluable to ladles. MAIM 1111.Illtoosn Ttosettlids..111ovir York.
Virginia College,
FOR YOUNG LADIES, ROANOKE, VA
Opens Sept. fist, 1901. One of the leading
Rehools for Young Ladles In the south
New boildings,pianos and equipment. Cam-
pus ten acres. Grand mountain sootier, in
Valley of Virginia famed for health. Euro-
pean and American teachers. Full courseOonservatory advantages In Art, Music and
Elocution. Student, from thirty states
For catalogue address
MATTI F. P. HARRIS. President
.116-2m itoianOke,
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A LUXURY WITHIN THE REACH OF ALL!
Watch cur next advertleornent.
• 
The consumption of
LION COFFEE
has increased immensely, and this coffee
is now used in millions of homes'.
The grocers all over the country keep us busy
delivering LION COFFEE to them.
You will find no stale LION eOFFEB
on his shelves-it sells too fast to grow stale.
Why? Because it is an absolutely pure coffee.
°"::°"° Strength, Purity and Flavsr.
Please bear in mind that
Lian.Correse
is not a glazed article; it is not coated with
egg mixtures or chemicals in order to give it
a better appearance. We do not need to resort
to such measures-we have no imperfections
to hide I
•
In every package of LION COFTEK you will And a fully illustrated and descriptive list. No housekeeper, in
fact, no woman, man, boy or girl will fail to find in the list some article which will contribute to their happiness,
comfort and convenience, and which they may have by simply cutting out a certain number of Lion Heads from
the wrappers of our eft pound sealed packages (which is the only form in which this excellent coffee is sold).
WOOLSON SINCE CO., TOLEDO, OtUO.
HON. JAS. A.
M'KENZIE
Will Welcome Visitors To
Christian County.
The address' of welcome at the Good
Roads Oon•ention will be delivered by
the Hon. James A. McKinsie, former
United States Minister So Peru.
It has been years oleo, the silver-
tongued orator has delighted the people
of this region with his eirquence, and
his speech will be an important feature
of a notable occasion.
In responding to the invitation of Mr.
Geo. E. Gary, secretary of theExecutive
Oommittee, Mr. McKenzie writes:
"Your kind Invitation to make the
welcome address at the Good Roads
Convention on the 10th &c., is received.
and I will take pleasure in doing 98
you request.
"I am greatly iuterosted in the Good
Roads movement and am glad to assist
it in any way I can.,
"Very respectfully yours,
J. A. McKaNzis "
EASY WAY TO GET RICH.
James and Lee Tatum, brothers and
Nashville, Tenn. men, who had • con-
tract with the city to build a culvert,
finished the work Saturday and drew
the amount due them, $86. They bad
hired several laborers and a team to as-
sist in the work for which they owed
$30. Inttead of paying their debts, tally
walked to °cotton and boarded the at
ternoon train for Nashville. OfRoars
got wind of the men's disappearance
and by telephone notified Guthrie offi-
cers to arrest them. Lee Teats was
taken in charge and brought back to
kiopkineville Saturday night and is in
jail awaiting an examining trial James
was not arrested.
.5 . . ***)9939*)Yr •
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WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY • •
40 
ON YOUR
$ PLOW GEAR. ,*ot 4?
eb SEE OUR LINE OF 40
Nt
V
Chains. Backbands, 4/
Plow Collars, Harness,
Bridles, Etc.
We have Just Received an
Elegant Line of
FANCY p
lumy
y
LIGHT DU&S HarfiCSS
If you want something Extra Nice andCialod
see tb.!,m before buying
in
We also have a bargain to offer you 
Extra Good Hand
Made HaRness 
At very little more than you pay for cheap made
Eastern harness. See them and you will be convinced
You will Hod full line of cheaper harness at bottom
prices, also heavy wagon harness, saddles, bridles, etc.
F. A. YOST &
ffiENAMEWEE
use
Call Issued By Democrat-
ic Committee -- New
Election Officer.
A call for preoluot conventions to
uoniinate candidates for magistrates
and constables was issued Monday af-
ternoon by the county Democratic cOm -
Magee.
The convention will be held on July
27th, at 8 p. ni.
The official call follow.'
"On July 27th at 3 :00 p. us. in each
magisterial district where °Outten (v-
eer, preoinot conventions shall be held
to nominate candidata. The conven-
tion shall be held at each precinct and
the count shall be made by one teller,
representing each candidate, the t?Ilers
to be appointed by the candidates them-
selves, and the two tellers to select the
third man as a referee. All perigees
'hall be allowed to participate in these
conventions, who 'hal pledge them-
selves to support nominee of said con-
vention. The tellers shall then make
up report from each pr etnet and certi-
fy to same, together with the referees,
stating how many votes were received
by each candidate in said precinct
These report. shall be handed in to_the
county committee at • their regular
meeting on the first Monday in August
at 110 p ni. and the candidate receiv-
ing the greatest number of votes in gait
district shall be deelared the nominee
by the county cammittee. This call ap
plies to conatebles, also in eMs of con-
test. In such districts as are DO
contests, the nomination will be mad
by the county committee at the tam
meeting August 6th.
•'(.1eo. V. Green, an
"Hunter Wood, Betty."
The committee meeting was largely
attended. In addition to arranging for
the precinct conventions the only other
business of importance was to recom-
mend to the State Board of Election
Oommiselooers five names, one of Which
will be selected as the Desnocratic,mem-
bet of the county hoard of commission-
ere• The following names were recom-
mended: 
-.M. H. Nelson, Sr„ W. W.
Radford, John M. Dalin, Dr. John Bell
and Lowe Johnson.
CONDITION
OF MARKET
Is Satisfactory and Pros-
pects Are Bright.
rlonthly Statement From
Reports of Warehouse-
men and Inspectors
Reports received from the Board of
Inspectors and warehousemen of this
city for the month of June show the to-
bacico market to be in a moat satisfacto-
ry condition, and the indioetions are
that the present year will be one of the
most prosperous in the history of this
market. French tobaccos were in big
demand during the earlier half of the
month,;11ad sold at the very highest
figures: All the finer grades of the
weed were moc`i son‘bt after, and
brought fancy prices, the demand teeing
in excess of the supply.
There was an unusually large num-
ber of sales affected privately, and as
they were chit fly of the better grades
of the weed they brought the very high-
est prices. The agents and repreeenta-
Uves of the foreign houses doing busi-
ness here have been active and liberal
purchasers of everything suitable for
their twee The loose tobacco market
has about closed down for the season,
and the faoterie. and stemmeries are
shut. Prices in the main have held
stiff, and from now on everything of
the more desirable grades off, med will
be easily disposed of and at good prices.
Tobacco salted for snuffs and manu-
facturing purposes have sold readily.
The local brokers report butting.. as
good in their hoe, with orders oonstant-
ly coming in from patrons to be filled.
The report of the Inspectors for Juc
shows receipts for past mouth to be
2,175 bogsheath, as compared with
9,205 hogsheads for the same time the
year previous; rece'pt4 for the year,
9,675 hogshead., as ice:open d with 13,
006 hogsheads last year; sales -tor pat
month, 2,332 hogshead., as compared
with 9,129 hogsheads last year; sales to
the year, 6,703 hogsheads, as compared
with 8,453 hogsheads last year; ship-
ments for past month, 2,445 hogsheads
as compared with 3,007 hogsheads last
year; shipments for the year, 8,175 hogs-
heads, as compared wise 7,315 hogs-
heads last year, stock on sale, 3,137
hogsheads, as compared with 3,762
hogsheads last year. stock sold, 1,422
hogsheads, as compared with 2,991 bogs-
heads last year; stock on hand, 4,559
hogsheads, a. compared with 11,0e3 hogs-
heads last year.
Condensed Statement
-OF -
First National Bank,
Of Hopkinsvine, Ky.,
- LOME OF HUMINRINS-
June 29th, 14;101.
ASSETS.
Loons and Discounts. 
 Miceli st
overdrafts .. ...... ....,. ......... ,.. i - ea:
I! R.Bonds to secure oIrculatlob. I
Other Bonds 
 • St.000 00
Revenue stamps.. rti 00
Cash . . ..., .  PIA,141 II
might Exchange 
 
Motel Wt 55,542 te
Total
LIAB11,1T1104.
Capital Stock
murptus Fund
Cndivided Profit* 
Tax Account 
circulation. 
Due Ranks
Intl.:lends unpile. 
whieb
Dividend this dayI nalVidual
no Interest s pate)   VOSNO.144
Total 
 .$1010,000 lb
Tito*. id'. LIMO Cashier
207 S. Main Street.
JET ARRIVED TONDIT!
A Car Load of
Elegant Surreys
Of Latest Designs.
CALL EARLY
and Get First Choice.
FORBES & BRO.
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GREAT GOOD ROADS
CONVENTION.
Will.
 Take Place In Hopkinsville,
:19in Ky., July IlDth and 11th.
la a few days the Omet Goad
Bonds convention will sesseable is
alpkismile and the time between
sew and the 10th WS will be put
in the nthressement of the nom
vestion Is tether perfecting the
simmy Stile &Meths that are always
pat off until the last 11110010Ui• Inter-
est is the convention and the good
roads movement is increasing every
hour and Hopkinsville is making sr-
raagemeate to entertain a very
large number of people. All of the
messeitiess are working hard and
nothing that will make the conven-
tion mote attractive will be left un.
done. The committee on entertain-
ment will do all in its power to make
the visit of each and every person
who attends the convention as pies.-
ant as possible and will fully sustain
Hopkineville's wide reputation for
hospitality. This committee intends
to make everybody have a good time
and that it will succeed everybody
who knows the gentlemen compos-
ing it feels assured. Hopkinsville
never does anything on a small scale,
and when it starts in to have a con-
vention it his one, and a sure enough
one, at that
OUT HUSTLINO.
For about ten days or two
weeks several widsswake, hustling
Abuse of Hopkimelle
matics. whin it is hoped and be-
hoved can be accomphsbed for the
Mating welfare of tie intim people
by an exchange of views on the rood
gelation and by seeing upsets build
a sample road and expiate every &-
tell of the method of romeruetice.
Not only did them gentleness %i
it ail the counties cif Weston Ken-
taeky, but they west over into
Ihir Raytheon asnaties of Tennessee
aroused a deep beierest among the
people thee* sled many persons from
the "Voluntme State" will attend
the isonmettion. While in Nashville
they Galled upon Governor McMil-
lan, who is himself a most Mihail*
tie good roads sea, end enlisted his
alitteed invited his to attend the
convention and deliver an address
slosh as the one he monde at the Good
be* esayeatioe at Jaeksoe, Tenn.,
a Ise wankaags It is highly prob.
able that the lleseener will accept
the levitation and partake of genii-
ins old Kentucky hospitality, though
at the time the invitation was ex-
tended he could not give a definite
0/awilt. In their rounds these gen-
tlemen called upon the county judgy
of every county in this section and
Isd Is isenesse upon me of them
the issportanse of attending in per-
son and also of appointing delegates
to attend so as to learn the beet
method of making good roads to the
end that they may on their return to
their homes at case set to work to
Swim the public highways of their
owe mattes. Right here it is where
visitor in the city at that time. The
parade will be formed in time to
move offpromptly at 10 o'clock. The
lime of march will be through the
principal streets of the city, and the
parade will be one of the most inter-
esting features of the opening day.
Every business man in the city will
"spread himself- and each one wilt
try to make his float as attractive as
possible, each will try to make his
competitors in business "look like
thirty cents" and the result will be a
magnificent display that will reflect
great credit upon the enterprise of
Hopkinsville people. This parade
will be welt worth seeing.
THI FIVIT =ICON
At 2 o'clock in the afternoon of
the 10th the first session of the cou.
vention will be called to order at
Union Tabernacle by Chairman
Forbes, of the executive committee,
and a temporary organisation effect.
ed by the selection of a chairman
and secretary. This having been
done, Mayor F. W. Dabney, in be-
half of the city, will deliver an ad-
dress of W0100Z10, which will be re-
sponded to by one of the visitors, in
all probability by Mr. Joseph G
Covington, of Bowling Green. who
will be a member of the Warren
county delegation. Committees on
credentials, on permanent organiza-
tion, on resolutions and legislation,
will be appointed and will retire for
the reparation of resolutions and
reports. After the retirement of
the committees for work Hoe. James
A. McKenzie, of Oak Grove, will in
all probability deliver an address of
welcome in behalf of the county,
and response will be made by some
of the visitors. If the committee.
prepare their reports in time a per-
manent organization will be effected
at this session, if not, then it will be
don. at the night session.
TIE nalIT NAGET eassiox.
The first night session will be
ealled to order at the tabernacle
shout 7:45 or 8 o'clock and if the
permanent organization happens not
to have taken place in the afternoon
that will be the first business on
hand. Then the reports of the tier.
oral committees will be read,
cowed and sated upoo. One of the
most interesting and instructive tea
tures of the entire convention will
take place at this night session. It
will be an address by Mr. M. 0.
Eldridge, assistant director in the
office of Public Rod Inquiries,
partment of Agriculture, Washing-
ton, D. C. His subject will be
"Scientific Construction of Roads,"
and his lecture will be il'ustrsted
throughout with stereopticon views
that will add much to its effect. Mr.
Eldridge will show that the first
knowledge of scientific road con-
struction was secured from the Ro-
mans. from their work on the histor-
ic Appian Way, which was 360 miles
in length and he will show exactlyit is believed that the great benefit how that famous highway was con-The Great Good Roads convention
go to week in &nest east keep up
that week until bed rinds are a
thing of the past. That's why the
convention is to be held, that's why
the gentlemen having tho matter in
head are working so hard to get del-
film the eulvestim will ewiwe In will open in Hopkinevide on July Nst.por"Wicon. 
Bonaparte, 
willrteal,sothsehogwreehtionwt
the returning doieffsiou "vial been 10. The affair will be inauguratedaisoght to realize the advantage of by a great industrial parade in roetzleibeduiltbdeer modruore npieti7a eecole-n
el" msdl and having Seen b°wP which each and every line of busi- „ma. 307) miles km. andids* a thing it is to construct them Dees Hophoorille win be repro. 00.7:477teen'thousand dim:. per
duced the people is every locality to mile. Famous roads in Germany,
France, Switzerland, Belgium, Hol-
land and England will be described
by him. He will show that the best
reads to be found in the world today
are to be loud in England. and he
wal sever reel until they have in- sentod by float., and this parade
will enable visitors to form some
idea as to the diversified bagasse in-
terests of the city. An effort will be
made to eclipse even the industrial
parade held during the Elk's Fair
and Carnival last fall and which was
Do highly complimented by every
agates to attend from every locality.
They believe that every additional
delegate will Man additional
strength for the good roads move-
ment somewhere, and they are work-
ing for the benefit not of any special
locality, but for the good of the en-
tire country. They *mild not possi-
bly have any other object in doing
all this hard work, for Hopkinsville
and Christian county have no ax to
grind, the interest of all the counties
is the same—the improvement of the
public roads, and all the counties
sending delegates can be and will be
equally benefitted by the convention,
and any county failing to send dele-
gates will be making a big mistake.
These gentlemen who were on
the road in the interest of the con-
vention also pointed out to the coun-
ty judges and people they visited
the wisdom of sending among the
delegates the county road overseers
so that when they return home they
may at once begin to apply the in-
tonation rose0 to the road work
in their charge so that the people of
the various counties would at onse
begin to derive benefits from the
convention and the work and lecture.
of the expert, having charge of the
good roads teen. The wisdom of
this plan can be seen at a gimes and
it ia to be hoped that every county
jade sad every road overseer in
Waiters Restaety will attend the
oonventioa, for this is rosily mat-
ter of vital importunee to every man,
and child in the common-
wealth, ;ad not only to those living
bat to generstioas yet lobs born.
Such a work is not one of taday,but
for all tem to mine, it's • duty we
owe to posterity as well as to our-
selves. The wise man prepares for
the future. The subject of rxxl
roads appeals to every man, to every
condition of Life—even the tramp is
a strong advocate of good roads.
To every man lb. subject has an in-
terest. As Secretary Richardson.
if the National Good Roads Associa-
tion say., the reed takes tile sea to
his home, to his church, to his me.
oess, to all things, in foot. Such
being the ease, what can possibly be
more important to the people than a
convention that will beyond 4oubt
work a complete revolution in the
present expensive, old fogy methods
of constructing and maintaining the
the public highways. It ought not
to take any argument to convince
any man of the importance of this
matter, for it's really as plain as is
"the nose on a horse's face," for
good roads by reducing the cost of
Loving the produce from the farm
to the market necessarily increases
the profit of the original producer
by leaving in his pocket money that
under a system of worthless roads
has to be paid out for transportation
and what benefits the farmer, the
original producer, benefits everybody
who has to use the things produced.
OPECI JULY MTH
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Always "A
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Hopkinsville's Remarkable Dry Goods Bargainers.17;ZZ
4One of our famous Special Sales will be held during the Good Roads convention that
will repay many miles of travel—demonstrating this store's unrivalPd supremacy in theDry Goods Bargain Domain.
"HAVE THE BEST AND MAKE NO MISTAKE.,"
The Old Reliable
Jeweler and Optician,M. Di Ie11y.
No. 8, Main St., Opp. Court House, Hopltinaville, Ky.
Keeps the most oomplete stock of Diamonds, Fine Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Sterl-
ing Silver and Plated Ware, Holland's Gold Pens and everything
in keeping with a first Class Jewelry Store.
A Watchmaker of Acknowledged Superiority.
A Graduated SCIENTIFIC OPTICIAN!
The intelligent and wise people always patronize the business house of atab•
lished reputation for honesty and square dealicg, and the reliable workmanship,
which is only acquired by long years of experience.
SUCH Is HE HOUSE OF M. D. KELLY. Lettebtiehed he Cadiz, Hy., in INS;Hopkisretne, 18135.
W/E are the biggest contracting firm and operate the big-
VW gest Planing run in Kentucky.
We manufacture the MOGUL, the best wagon in
Kentucky.
We have the second largest repository and stock of Buggies
and Carriages in Kentucky.
This sounds like horn-blowing but its true.
F`tIrlbes$ 4Se 13r4a.,
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
The Big RACKET Store
Carries • full line of Notions, Stationary. Ribbon, Lices, Embroidery, Insertions, All Over LOOM andEmbroidery. Millinery Flowers, Ladies and Men's Belts, Hosiery, Ladies' Muslin and Knitted Underwear, Lad-ies and Men's Neckwear, Towels, Towel Crash, Table Linen, Table Napkins, Lawn, Organdies, White DreesGoods, Picines and other dress fabric's Ladiee Shirt Waist" Ready Made Dress Skirts, Ladies and Men's Um-brellas, Ladies and Men's Handkerchiefs, Domestics and Calicoes, Shoes and Slippen, Men's Underwear, Mimsand Boys Work and Dress Shirts, Buggy Robes, Buggy Whips, Mens and Boys Hats, Suits, Mens andBoys Overalls and Odd Fonts, Mess-and Boys Suspenders,  Ai*es and Men. Kid Gloves, Men'. Work Gloves.SECOND FLOOR—We have a big line of straw matting. from 9 3.4c up: carpets, niirs, law curtains.window shades. curtain poles, chenille and tapestry portier curtains, table covers and lambkins, picture andphoto frames and many other useful merchandise.
New Goods Coming Regular.
Come to the Racket when you are in the city and inspect its many different merchandise. We can sereyou money. You are are always welcome whetber you spend a penny or not.
J. M. WARD, - MANAGER.
 41111•10
If You Wish to Travel a Goal Road
Avoid the ruts of 50 per cent. profits,
the rocks of high prices and the mud-
holes of unpaid accounts by trading at
BURCH'S SPOT CASHiGROCERY
No. 13, Main:St, 
'Phone;271
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GREAT GOOD ROADS
CONVENTION.
(Contiated from First Pegs- )
win desaribe the first gosd road ever
etwelavebrd in the LieeStreter-
the Philadelphia sad " tam-
ping, lmat in 17111, 
r 
by tile
ry imejlitteg a failure.
Mr. Eldridge wit his audience
ase the prise sesentiels to a
geed MIL He will describe the
mei el New Jersey, Maimachusetts
end ether slates femme for their
seed pnblie ldginesys. Those who
Mien dowdy to Mr. Eldridge will
=
done mash, know all
VI bow Moot good
made. At the esseleides of We ad-
desse 41 afghtilestioa will probably
Wes
T113.11CONTI; DAY.
Oa tia. nseeedeg of 4 second day,
Judy 11., the delegates wiii sepair to
the pleas out on the Cox Mill road
where the experts of the Good
Beads train will be 1111111111nrooling the
aide of sanylp PIA mid there the
session eel be opened with an ad-
Eisen by Gm J. 0. W. Beetthess.
The govenie will Os followed by Mr
W. H. Moore, president of the Na.
banal Good Roads Association, who
will do all in his power to stir up his
hearers to a realisation of the impor-
ts's:0 of having better roads. After
these addressee the delegates will be
asked to watch carefully the work of
road building going on, and each
and every step in the work of con-
struction will be minutely described
by the experts as the work progres-
ses, the machinery will all be explain-
ed and the delegates will be told
how they an constrict cheaper
iiiisehieny dm* will answer in ordi-
miry emus jest as well as the expen-
d's inechinery on the Good Roads
Ulm There are with this train eii-
pets in every branch of road build-
andeach and every one of them
be on head to answer all gues-
sed ezpisin every detail of the
so thei no delegate need re-
r
lit& any nalurtainty on
easseehid with nth road
lad,. All any one will have to do
ilellb4sthueelembe. lls• esparto
to MISIPIR Mb= *Or-
an* terms that all
. After cover-
ers* walsisieg Abe work
win webers be the city
dingier
Om inoORD Arr16111100u
will be held at the Taberneate. At
this session time will be a number
of Wirt addressee from well known
N4 able public men who win di.-
▪ the road question thoroughly
from every past of view. The full
lint of die gentlemen who will speak
an not yet be given as some who
have bass invited to be on hand
have mg replied to the invita-
tion,. Among tie &usher from
whose eddresees sr* expected are
Congressmen CUB. K. Wheeler, of
Paducah, and Henry D. Allen, of
Morganflekl, and other prominent
men of Western Kentucky. Hoe.
Jas. B. McCreary and Judge Oen-
101, candidates for the United State.
Senate, it is thought, will attend the
emovention, and if they do, they will
be called upon to speak. Hon. W.
T. Ellis will be among tie speakers
if it is possible for him to attend.
These addresses will consume the
afternoon.
THE 'LAST SESSICN.
Of the convention will be held at the
Tabernacle on the evening of Thurs-
day, July 11th, and will be calied to
order at about 8 o'clock. This
session will be devoted to short
talks—five minute talits--fron, coun-
ty judges in regard to the roads of
their counties, the sentiment of the
people in regard to the improvement
of roads, sort of a general exchange
of ideas in regard to this very
important matter. This night session
will end the eonvention and on the
following morning the delegates will
leave for home, each and every one
doubtless determined to do all in
his power to have the roads of his
musty so improved that they will
compare favorably with the best
roads of the country, for it is not
probable Wit any sea can attend
the eoevestion and leave without
being aroused to action in the
mine".
IS Saes Artie wirroas.
Ms reggaes soseasisiso will look
otter the *Ore es they miss
Members:of the oommittee will meet
all trains and show the delegates and
visitors to the places where they ;are
to stop while in the city and carriagee
will constantly be on hand ready to
carry visitors wherever they may
desire to go.
PLZWIT OF i/IFRISHNENT*.
Then will be bur or five places in
the eityke 'fight refreshments
will be 11~ to "Wien rt nearly
all hours of the day. These places
will be in charge of a number of la-
dies who have kindly consented to
do all in their power to make the
convention a success. They will
keep them refreshment rooms open
all day and be prepared to serve all
who ewes There will be a commit-
tee of ladies to hike charge of and
all of the ladies who may
happen to accompany the delegates,
though it is not probable there will
beu very large 'limber of these. All
howeves who may choose to
oases I. the convention will be cor-
dially welcomed and everything pos-
sible will be done to make their visit
to the city piesesnt.
THE OUTLOOK.
The outlooa for a large and en
thusiastic convention is very bright
indeed, as most of the county judges
in Western Kentucky are interested
in the matter. The convention held
In Louisville June 26.27 shows that
the people of all sections of the state
are deeply interested in the road
question. That convention was at-
tended by men in all walks of life
and each delegate on hand declared
that the people he represented were
thoroughly aroused and were
ready to take such action as
might be deemed beet. The question
of good roads has also stirred up
the people of the Pennyrile and be-
yond doubt the Hopkineville Good
Roads Convention will be one of the
biggest things of the kind ever hold
in Kentucky. Everybody is invited.
everybody will be heartily welcomed.
NOT A CENT
Will Anybody Attending
the Convention Be Ask-
ed To Subscribe.
Some people seem in some way to
have gotten into their head the idea
that asubecription of some kind, for
some purpose, would be asked for at
the Great Good Roads convention to
be held in Hopkinsville July 10-11.
We want it distinctly understood that
NO PHISON attending the convention
will be asked to subscribe on smote
ClUiT F. R ANY PURPOSE W HATITNR.
The purpose of this convention is
simply and solely to discuss the
matter of rood improvement and to
arouse the public to a full realization
of the importance of immediate
action, and to show the delegates
how a good, modern road should be
constructed and to inform them
accurately as to the cost of same, to
the end that all the public roads in
this motion may be put in such a
condi:ion that they can be used
twelve months in the year instead of
only eight or nine mosthe as is sow
the case in many sections
Nobody in anyway connected with
the convention has any ax to grind
and everybody taxing part in it is
actuated solely by a desire to pro-
mote the interests of all the people.
Not only will there be no subscrip-
tion of any sort asked, but on the
contrary delegates and visitors to
the convention will be entertainel at
the expense of the people of Hop-
kinsville and Christian county.
Nobody will be asked for Noy
money; rest assured of that fact. So
deeply interested in the matter of
good roads are the people of Hop-
kinsville and Christian county that
they cheerfully put up the money to
bear the expense of this convention
in the hope of being able to serve
the entire state by helping to arouse
the people on this vital matter. The
people ofthe city and county invite
everybody to come and be their
guests on July 10th and 11th, assur-
ing them of a most cordial welcome
Satisfaction is wrapped op in every
bundle that goes out of J. T Wall &
Co.'s (liopktnimille, Ky.)big clothing
Mare. Don't fail to go in there when
yes Wend the Good Road Oonvention.
They are live hustling peo'pls sae will
be Clad to me yes.
Mr. Geo. Young.
Mr. George W. Young deeds no
introduction to the public, as he has
long been one of Hopkinsville's most
substantial business men. His large.
commodious establishment is7situat-
ed on Main street, between Eighth
and Ninth streets, and in it can be
found large stocks of glass and
queens ware, crockery, hardware.
malleable steel ranges, stoves o;
every sort, refrigerators, in fact,
every utensil of the household and
kitchen.
He employes only stilled workmen
and repairing on all kinds of tin and
iron is scientifically done, and the
putting up of guttering and the lay.
ing of piping is made a specialty.
The finest ranges and cooking and
heating stoves of the most famous
makes are kept in stock and sold at
prices as low as is consistent with a
modest and reasonable profit.
Mr. Young has long ago establish-
ed a most enviable reputation for
fair dealings and systematic business
methods.
In the matter of putting on tin
roofing Mr. Young is at his best,
many years of experience in that
special branch of his business having
made him an artist. Persons con-
templating having tin roofing done
will find it to their interest to call on
Mr. Young and get his figures.
First National Bank.
Although the First National Bank
is the youngest of Hopkinsville's four
kig financial institutions—having
been established in 1888—it is one
of the leading banks of Western
Kentucky, the growth of its business
since it was first opened having been
little less than marvelous. There is
nothing, however, so surprising in
this fact to people who know the
men that have had charge of its af-
fairs,--in reality it is only what one
would have expected.
Shortly after this bank was organ-
ized the management of its affairs
passed into the hands of the able
financiers who now control it, and
with that change in management be-
gan the successful career that has
ever since marked its progress from
year to year. Mr. Geo. C. Long,
the present wise and conservative
president, was then platted in charge
of its affaits, and his executive abili-
ty has been proven by the record of
the bank since ne assumed its chief
office. His wide experience in busi-
ness affairs and his extensive acquain-
tance throughout Christian and sur-
rounding counties have been great
factors in extending the First
National's business. Mr. Thomas
W. 'Jong, the cashier, is a fine busi-
ness man, an expert financier, and
one of the most popular gentlemm
in Hopkinsville, both in social and
business circles. His long training
in commercial life qualifies him emi-
nently for the position of cashier
which he has so long held, and his
happy faculty for making friends
carries much business to the bank.
Again, the bank has been very
happy in the selection of a viespree-
ident, that office being held by Mr.
Charles F. Jarrett, one of the best
business men and most popular gen-
tlemen in Christian county, and his
name is a tower of strength to the
bank.
The directory of the First National
contains the names of some of the
most progressive and substantial
citizens of the county, and is made
up as follows: Geo. C. Long, Chas.
F. Jarrett, T. W. Blakey, John P.
Prowee, R W. Downer, A. B. Croft,
Lee Ellis, J. W. Downer and G. H.
Stowe. 1Nith such men as these at
the helm only success could be ex-
pected.
Then again, the iron clad national
banking laws of the United States
make national banks doubly e&fe as
repositories for the money of the
people.
The capital of the First National
Bank is *50,000, and its surplus and
undivided profits amount to $16,000
more.
The officials of this bank have rea-
son to be very proud of what they
have achieved.
The time is rapidly approaching
when sections of the county in which
the people fail to improve their high-
ways will not he able to wapiti,
with ssosisas baring good roads and
hennas Asir radon at the least
possible epees".
WANTED.
Each visitor to the Good Roads convention to call and see us, get
a good drink of ice water, make engagements for your friends to
meet you here, and, in short, feel as free and easy as if you owned
the place. If you are in a purchasing mood we can supply you as
small a quantity as desired or a car load of
Salt, Bacon, Lard, Sugar, Molasses, Fruit Jars,
Coffee, Can Goods, Etc.,
and at prices that defy all compaition. Wednesday and
Thursday, July 10 and 11, will be memorable days for Hop-
kinsville and your visit to our store will be one of the most im-
portant events. Call and see us.
W. T. Cooper de Co
Wholeealcand Retail Grolier,.
Op. Court house, tlopkinsville, Ky.
11—
One Million Brick For Sale!
We carry a large stook o
first class building brick. Pav-
ing brick a specialty.
Lime, Cement, Fire Clay.
Fire Brick and Sewer
4 Pipe.
Office 49, 6th Street, rear
Planter's Bank. Office 'phone,
51. Yard North Jesup Ave.
Phone 119
(Partial View of Our Mammoth Plant)
DALTON BROS.,Contractors
Builders and Brick Manufacturers. Daily .capacity 50,000.
Hurrah! For Good Roads
Busy Store Busy Store
Everybody Is Invited.
isOn. tiodis at
Make our store your headqual ters
ve! rem te
Keep our eye on us. We will
- . giadlikNIKas
Surprise You hudi 4..*.1
• )41. tie4. 1.-004 bac.: .*--leavot
E. B. Long, President. W. T. Tandy, Cashier.
The City Bank.
COrrler 7th c3z
Organized,
Capital Stock, - - -
Surplus Fund, -
Undivided Profits,
Deposits June 15, 1901,
OD 4D
.13030=1318•Krille 3r3r
1880.
DIRECTORS--W. W. Garnett, J. E, Croft,
E. B. Long and W. T. Tand
11)11- Special accommodation in cashing exchange without
to Buffalo Exposition.
Or
Oo
$60,000.00
50,000.00
14,625' 00
257,791.11
C. A. Thompson,
y.
identification offered visitors
BOOlt STOIZE
Fine Stationery & Engraving
Send us your order for Visit-
ing Cards, Wedding Invita-
tions, etc
Wall Paper & Window Shades
We can save money for you
in this department if you will
give us an opportunity
Pictures and Picture Frames
Let us frame your pictures
We are virtually the only
dealers in this line in this city
1101TEn
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Forbes Ariffs.
Great eaterpriose always lave
t-eginnings. las
the opener of Tenth and IT
streets started by Forbes n aro.
four years ago has grown into hi.
gest pleat id this pan of the state.
fast seas, Make skew they tas,
in improveinsiMe and additions as
pas. Shim haring all their
vested in visible prom* which
Jen as Samialsa sad11411116
bean its supgit esesesa4
any governas111. well as lb
stale.
Their stook embraces a line
varied So that extent that a
buy everything he wants at
moth establishment ereuPt
drugs and
the lastest resell
inensits the nate. and' the
rage repcsitery and their i
business, they have made a
two departments which ha
anything else c)ntributed
mark able commercial
two things are the p
eastracting
vsinill Seamy
*telt business
portional
transtionons.
over this bee
miles from
ears",
the?
pered co
has, as a
chant.: in
Tim
emery
all nose
epees,*
Long
%bon al
Is..
Ns
meat.
tnat
ties ;
7.1411
0a.
•11-
sad he Ike past they have export-
ed Wages. to Spain. A visitor to the
Paris Espoettion wrote seem that he
sew a Mogul being unloaded from the
atkat Iipain, and spoke of
therwernehlr it excited in the -natives of
Thdy hive inglienilled 10
their wages patron a cordial invite-
is to visit the National Good Reads
Onvention to be held here Joly 10-11,
in order that they will be given an op-
portenity of going through the home of
the Mogul and inspecting, as their leis-
sat, as manufacture in every Page.
is
oan
mem-
banal
abb•13-
gaa car-
opal
Ity of
their MS
then
1, and
gins.
. and their Mogul
age two branches of
Otte the largest pro-
ne yearly volume of
build bonen all
a mhos of fifty
e. They are pre-
aemplew hem
Ind Wan II over pe-
er Each department
, the most skilled mo-
s that can be found.
plastering. the ma-
oarpwiters' work, have
perfectly in their ro-
ts, with Mr W. A.
1 superintendent of
the mill work over
Atkisson has ropervis-
et meotieltis Omit
atithising anabliefin•
Forbes & Hoe. claim
in basins= is due to
quality if finis ingoo,
is sanitsotare
yeses ago. From selling at
wagons a year, they have
into a big wagon fat-
manufactoring for a big
Wade. Tbey are very jealous
not their wagon and
have all along =snuff (-•,-
seek/riots that enter into same,
• she woods and getting tbei
the nen. manufacturing Ii
own sawmill, watching each
Ms progress from the stump to
wagon. livery suspicion
ow condemns a piece of timber to
aside. Nothing but the best
at is forged and the best paints
soy can buy is seed in their con-
'Th. latest addition to their
lithe great tire shrinker which
the tires cold on the rtm, thus
ding damage to the rim by charring
resulted when the old method
In use, when heating the tire red
and shrinking it by submerging in
. Their hydraulic pressure sta-
tor forcing the boxes into the
the hub borer and the steam spoke
and the latest up to date axe
, are a few of the recent additions
ete their factory. The superiority of
their wagon is largely due to the foot
aside from such machines as can
dp better work than can be done by
bead, their wagon is a handmade wag-
's; all the welding and finishing is done
* hand. thus enabling the operative so
„ detect flaws in material. They keep
IllgesZaell constantly on the road and
their wagon business is flourishing,
wagons being shipped to Texas, Ala-
Sam Frankel.
If any citizen of Ropkinsville should
be asked to name Ihe best and most pro-
minent bagasse men, in Hopirinenrille
among the nanthe that would first occur
to bin Weald he that of Mr. Sam
Filakel. He enjoys the repetation of
bang One of the very beat merchants
who ever did business in the city of
1.11111Mmille. and those who have bad
eopertnaisy to knew can Went to
the fan Mae be Sea riot*/ dam,
the reputation. As a hustler he Marty
can't be beat. g.lgaanofsaistsn
oiliest taste in the matter of dry goods
end clothing, and has been in the boat-
duo* his childhood days—in fat
.op be said to have been Ann
raised in a dry goods More. He is
lumen to almost every man, woman
and child in Hopkinsville and Christian
county. He boys the very best goods
that money cell bay, and his judgment
as lo goods is moss tandem, long expe-
rience having sonnets d his natural good
taste in that line. Be has been in she
business as long that be knows exactly
what the public Walls and he boys ac-
oordlogly. Ho doesn't fill his shelves
with unsalable goods, and pull them out
on every ocoaaion and try to work them
off on hi. customers as some merchants
do. His stock Is always new and fresh.
and is made op of the very beet quality
of goods of the very latest Pt) Ire and
destgo ; and persons purchasing roods
I at Frankel's can rest assured that what
they are buying is in style —if it were
not it wouldn't be in Franker. house.
He deals honestly with his customers
. and this is proved by the fact that a
person once a customer of Frau sel's is
always r customer, which won' lu t be
the case unless he gave full, honest
value for she money spent wliti him.
Again, Frankel has one pros on his
goods—one and the same price to every-
body. He celcnlat.s aocuratcy the oats
of his goods laid down at his door, de-
termines what profit be seoeld make
and he Shen marks his goods according-
ly, and if his customer isn't satisfied
with his price he's glad to show him
oast wads. bus In doesn't change the
price on the first,—and, after all, that's
the oily sensible way to do business,
and only men who fib hi:miners on that
plan meet with permanent tuccess in
mercantile pursuits, for people have no
cenfidesee in a merchant who has a dif-
ferent price for each easterner. for. tin-
der such a syetem they can nsrer form
any accurate idea as to the real value of
goods offered to them. Frankel's is a
one-prios home, and that price is as low
Some people talk of the great con of
"good roads," but if they'll think over
the matter a little they'll soon realize
that the • ist of good roads is insignifi-
cant in comparison to the mei of bad
roads. When once constructed the oast
of a good road is practically at an end,
while on the other band a bad road is
always a tax on each and every pound
of everything that is hauled over it
Many peop13 do not realize this because
they don't have to go down into their
pocket, and pay the bad road tax, for-
getting that it is paid by reducing their
profits on everything in which they
deal
SA31 FR•NKF:i.
as the exigencies of busines- r cmit
of.
Frankel's line of dress good, A very
large indeed and of the v•ry latest pat-
terns. He also has an unusually hoe
line of men's and boys' clothing, ladies'
tailor-made skirt., &e , &c
Mr Frankel is constanily on the look-
out for bargains in the ter markets—
and he ticks up a great many of them,
of which he gives his customers the hen
eat. He handles everything usually
found in a first clam dry gtwods and
clothing store.
is nilleMening the Good Roads Coa-
Tendon which will will be held here
July 10 and 11, the Peduosh Sun says
Congressman C. K. Wheeler is to speak.
and a large cooled will be attendance.
Mayor Lang will attend and appointed
the following today as delegates, and
they will doubtless all mike she trip:
N. D Hannan, J. S. Janina and Al-
Hymarsh,of the street oomathipi et
the Conooll ; City Zagineer
on, Street !sepiolite Will H. Uttesimok,
Oonneeten W. Y.' Noble and Rd 0.
Tercel), County Road ilapervieur S. B.
Johnson. Messrs, J. E. Potter. and
Councilman F G. Redolph.
If each farmer would sit down
and figure out accurately just what
it now costa him to haul each pound
of his farm produets to market he
would be astounded at the enormous
cost of bad roads. Few farmers
take the trouble to ascertain the cost
per pound of their hauling, if they
did, they'd be enthusiastic good
roads advotatos.
Onion Jasige !Nifty to going to make
a special effort to interest the flees'
court of Todd county to the find Roads
convention as HopklosvIlle. The Judge
rightly thinks that the magistrates es-
pecially should see the new np•to•date
ideas er.mplifled and seal urge all to
atteod Our sister city can take this
tip from us and put the "big pot in the
little one" for July ;0 and 11, for our
boys are comtog—and oar girls, too. —
E kton Progress.
The tax that bad roads levies upon
the people is like the tariff tax levied
by the Federal government in that
people pay it without realizing that
they are doing so, and also like the
tariff tax, the people wouldn't stand
it a year if they had to pay it separ-
ately, going down into their pockets
for the cash each time.
In recent years the prices of all
farm products have been figured
down so closely by the trusts and
combines that only those farmers
who reduce the expense of merket-
ing their stuff by making good roads
can hope to make any profit,—others
will do well if they can mei. out
ev
Railroads are of coarse besendial to
all commanitips, but at least halt the
benefit that should be derived bin
them is oompinely lost unless then are
good public roads leading to them and
in that way enabling the fanner to
market his crops at the lowest possible
cost.
The Good Roads train is now at Oairo
Ili. Its dates ahead after 0611.0 are
Hopkinsvilt•JuIy 5 to 11, Ow esebero
July 14 to 20; Efilngham, DI. , J uly 21
ur Big July Sale
Bcginiling July 6--20 Days Oily.,
We can only give you a few of the many items of this immense stock of
new desirable merchandise. Our entire stock of
Straw Hats at 1-2 Price.
Men's Patent Elastic Seam Draw- 3k 50 Mea's Light Oolored Wool r nn 20 Men's Light Worsted Snits,
en Suite, worth 7.50  0•UU worth 16.50 
 
 10.0 0
Men's Oolored Balbriggan Under- CO 50
 Men's Light Colored Wool
wear, worth 75c . U C 
Snits, worth 12 50 9.00 10 per cent. discount on all
30etliteitLsigoht Toriesdoront- 10.00 staple Blacks and Blues.Men's Oolored Bilkerine Under-
wear. worth 1.55    Uti
J. T. WALL Co.
No. 1, Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
McKee, the Grocer
Leads in prices and quality and carries the
most complete line in Christian county. Every
thing a farmer wants and a liberal buyer of
FARM PRODUCE!
weatamikakiwidiiilivilmammahrvai
GEO. W. YOUNG,
Dealer in Malleable Steel Ranges, Stoves, Tin and
Queensware, Roofing, Guttering Steel tanks,
"Radiant Home" Heating Stoves, "Gurney" Re-
frigerators, "Anchor" Stoves and Ranges, "Jew-
el' Gasoline Stoves.. 107 S Main St, Hopkinsville, Ky 'Phone 185-3
CLARK & TWYMAN,
WHOLESALE - and - RETAIL - GROCERS
Fresh Pork, Fresh Oysters, Fresh Fish, Vegetables, Turkeys. Chickens, Tinware. Glass-
ware, Queensware, Hardwire. Lamps
Handle Everything. Sell cheaper than any house in the City
TEE rim NATIONAL BANK,
Geo. C. Long. Thos. W. Long,
President. Vice Presi(I,,nt Cashier,
Of Hopkinsville. Ky.
C. F. Jarrett,
Capital, $50,000.
Surplus and Profits, $16,000•
to Fr. and Mattoce, the week of 
Directors—T W Blakey, C F Jarrett, V P., J P Prowse, R W Downer. \
Lee Ellis, 1 W Downer, G H Stowe, Gr'eo C Long, Pres.
ja;:28.t nispiy marvelous that any farm- 'Corner Main and 9th Sts.,
er should fail to be enthusiastic in %ha l 
matter of good roads. Good roads real 
ly mean more to the farmer than to all
other claims of business seem combined.
Of what avail are cheap railroad
freight rates if we are to continue to
have public roads that C008111116 most of
and in many cases all of the profits that
shoold be derived from farming •
The freeing of the turnpikes of
Christian county on July let marked'
the beginning of a new era of coin-
inertial prosperity for the farmers of
the county
Now is the harvest time for clothing
buyers. Take advantage of J. T. Wall
& Co.'. (Hopirinevil)e, Hy.,) July sole
when you attend the Good Roads Oon-
veotion, July 11) sad 11.
With first-class roads two horses
would be able to pull the loads that
it requires four or six to move over
bed roads.
Ladies,
Make the Pal-
ace Your Head-
quarters while
Croft,
opkinsville, Ky.
In the city. The newest novelties in
Pattern Hats, Bonnets, Sailors
and an uptodate millinery establishment.
MRS. ADA LAYNE,
Cor. Main al 9th St., Hopitinsville, Ky.
-
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When Speed Is Essential
One of our light, well built and unequalled Road Wagons,
with rubber tires, meets the demand as nothing else can.
Every part of the vehicle displays the same superiority in
construction, only the nighest grade of materials being em-
ployed in the process of manufacture. Our carriage quar-
tette, speed, strength, beauty and lowness of price charm
all.Nvnsa-A se Linn
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
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Mrs. Ada Layne.
Mrs. Ada Layne, who coadoele
the mammoth millinery establish-
ment at Ninth and Main streets in
Hopkinsville, needs no introduotion
to the ladies of Christian and sur-
rounding counties. There are
doubtless few, very few, ladies who
ever shop in Hopkinsville that have
not visited Mrs. Layne's large, pret-
ty and attractive establishment.
Her plass is one that would do cred-
it to any city. and the styles she
evolves are unexcelled anywhere
She is a complete mistress of her art,
having learned it from long and
careful study and experience. She
commands, as she well deserves to
do, a very large and lucrative patron-
age, for her styles are always of the
latest, the material used is of the
very best that money can buy and
her prices as low as she can afford to
make them. In short, Mrs. Ads
Layne conducts a first-class milli-
nery establishment in first-class style
and employee only skilled milliners
to egoist her in her business. Ladies
from the country who may be in
the city shopping at any and all
times can find a hearty, cordial wel-
come awaiting them at Mrs. Layne's
—no matter whether or not they
may desire to buy anything in her
line--in fact, she has a standing in-
vitation to ladies shopping in the
city to make her store their head,
quarters, which means much to many
people, for a great many ladies from
the country, after finishing their
shopping, have no convenient place
in which to rest until the male mem-
bers of their family with whom they
may happen to have come in have
treasactsd their business and are
prepared to return hcme. They are
welcome at Mrs. Layne..
West & Lee.
West & Lee, two wide awake and
popular business men, conduct one
of the leading industries of Hop-
kinsville. They have an establish-
ment in which is manufactured car-
riages, buggies, road wagons. traps
of all sorts--in fact, any kind of ve-
hicle that a person may want. Thee.)
vehicles are made by hand and are
worth a hundred per cant. more
than the eastern mechine-made affeirs
that are built to be sold cheap with
no regard whatever to lasting qual•
itiss. West & Lee put nothing but
perfectly seasoned wood into their
vehicles and the steel used is of the
highest quality. They make a ve-
hicle that they can conscientiously
sell to a person and feel that they
have given full value for every dollar
paid to them for it. One of their
light, well-built, rubber-tired road
wagons just simply can't be beat
anywhere. There are other concerns
in the state that manufacture on
larger scale, but none that turn out
better, more substantial or more ar-
tistic work. They both thoroughly
understand their business and guar
antes their work. They also do all
sorts of repair work in their shop at
the earner of Eighth and Virginia
streets-
Clark & Twyman.
No history of the grocery business
of Hopkinsville would be anything
Ilk, complete that did not contain
mention of the ever wide-awake and
hustling firm of Clark & Twyman,
composed of Claude Clark, the te-
mpos "boy (some," and Joe Twy.
son. They do a wholesale as well
es a retail trade—and their bulimia'
is resiliently on the incites's. Both
of these gentlemen have been in the
poesry business for many years.
They make it an invariable rule to
have on hand everything that one
iluld naturally expect to find ia a
grocery store. They always have
fresh vegetables, and during the
proper seasons everything in the
fish and game line can be found in
their house. In addition to their
line of gri.oeries they carry a full
stock of tinware, glassware, queens-
ware, hardware. lamps, &c., &c.,
and they defy competition in the
matter of prices, declaring that they
sell cheaper than any other house in
the city. Certain it is that they do
a very large business over a very
large territory. They are hustlers,
and the grocer that gets ahead. of
them will know that he has been
busy
W. T. Cooper & Co.
.
The eity of Ropkinsville has a
number of business houses that do
both a wholesale and retail trade,
but the firm of W. T. Cooper & Co.,
is probably the only one is the city
whose wholesale business is anything
like as large as its retail trade. This
is one of Hopkinsville's largest es-
tablishments and one which has done
much to hive the city standing, sta-
bility and reputation from a mercan-
tile standpoint.
Mr. W. T Cooper established this
business about six years ago, and as
he is a business man of wide experi-
ence and exceptional capacity and
has at his command all necessary
funds the business was plead on a
solid rock foundation from the very
dart. It was not begun as a ven-
ture, but was an assured success
from its very inception. Buying for
cash and thereby securing a liberal
discount Kr. Cooper was on even
more than an Nuel footing with
long established competitors who
couldn't commend capital as be
wild. Being a very shrewd, far.
seeing businees man. he gave his
customers the benefit of the dis-
counts he obtained by reason of his
paying cash for his purchases, and
as a natural °omegas's°s his business
flourished and has continued to
flourish, and it is today a credit to
the city as well as a source of gratifi-
cation to his host of warm friends.
The establishment of W. T. Cooper
k Co., is known throughout Western
Kentucky, and is the headquarters
from which many grooenes in the
country and in smaller towns aware
their entire stalks. The firm carries
the most complete line of groceries
and has tremendous stook from
which retail merchants and individu-
als can select what they may want
and their prices are as low as any-
body can make on goods of a similar
class, Western Kentucky grocers
can't possibly buy goods any cheap-
er in Evansville, Nashville or Louis.
yule any cheaper than they can from
W. T. Cooper & Co. There's not a
more solid firm in this entire section,
nor one more deserving of patron-
age. Having unlimited confidence
in the future of his town and county
Mr. Cooper has invested a great deal
of money in this enterprise and has
done mush to advertise the town as
a commercial center.
Mr. Cooper has spent almost his
entire life in Hopkinaville, and the
people of the city and surrounding
country know him well, know his
true worth as citizen and as a bus-
iness man, know that he deserves to
succeed and will do all in their pow-
er to see that he does saceeed,for his
interests are in a certain sense the
interests of all the people, es he is
laboring for the upbailding of the
city as well as of his own 'business
He is a public-spirited citizen, always
ready to advance the interests of the
community.
Grocers desiring to purchase
stocks will find it to their interest to
commulicate with W. T. Cooper k
Co. before buying.
Dalton Bros.
This firm is composed of Messrs.
George and Monroe Dalton, and it
turns out the very finest brick that
can be had for building and paving
purposes, the brick being made un-
der the personal supervision of Mr.
Monroe Dalton, than whom there is
nowhere to be found a man who un-
derstands the art better than he
doe,. Of course, his brick ar• made
jest as other brick are, by the same
sort of a process, but the superiority
of his brick over most others is to
be accounted for by the superior
quality of the soil from which they
are manufactured. In addition to a
tremendous stock of building and
paving brick they keep on hand at
all times a big lot of lime, cement,
fire clay, fire brick and sewer pipe,
--all of which are of their own man-
ufacture and of the very best quality
to be obtained anywhere.
A number of years ago these gen.
tlemen came to Hopkinsville and en-
tered into the brick making business
on a small scale. Their courtesy,
industry and honest business meth•
ode rapidly gained friends for them,
and by the closest attent:ou their
butane's grew steadily, the:: put%
chosed item time to time additional
ground far brick-making purposes
until today they have a mammoth
plant with a rapacity for turning out
fifty thousand brick a day --e plant
equaled in size by very few concerns
in Kentucky. In this mammoth
plant is to be found all of the Wert
and most approved machinery for
the rapid and successful manufac-
ture of perfect brick
Though Dalton Bros. have virtu-
ally had a monopoly in the brick
business here they have not tazen
advantage of that fact to put prices
too high, they have been uniformly
fair in this respect, which is some-
thing that can be said of few men
who have anything lire a 1110001)04.
They hive achieved their present
great success by dealing fairly and
squarely with the public, --and have
furnished further proof of the old
maxim that "honesty is the beet
policy."
The oaks of Dalton Bros., is No.
o4f9 
Sixth
Planters' ista,i11111"diaidis:lytal•Pbois Marn.
51, yard telephone 119.
DOOR ROADS novEssera.
Wester. Kenfoliy MSetag ArieDid te
Ns Imperlare.
In sasounctag Gov. Beokhant's proc-
lamation °lolling attention Si the Grad
Road' Gonvention to be held hen July
10-11 and aothoristng Onsaly Jadaell
and Mayors to appoint &gigolos, the
Lonireille Post's Frankton oarrespond-
ens say..
The good roads' question is attracting
at lotion all over *seism, but nowhere
in she Bluegrass Or &erases is itots
vigil importersos as is is in the Peony-
rile and the Purchase. The Bluegrass
counties ate now travereed in every di-
ttoing by magnificent roads. They
are not so nearly perfect as the famous
Jersey or Oonneogiout roads, nor as
good as some of the roads in other
Northern and Eastern States, but Oft-
en' Kentucky has more miles of good
roads than any other like area of coun-
try in the United States.
Western and Southern Kentucky are
not so well fixed. On scoouot of the
oomparati•e scarcity of material for
building macadam roads, a great deal
of that part of the state has been trav-
ersed until lately only by dirt roads, ex-
cept where gravel is readily obtainable,
as in the vicinity of Paducah In Ohne-
Han county some good macadam road
have been built. The immense advert
tagea to the industries of the county and
the commit°, of Hpkineville that have
accrued from the good roades that have
been built, have awakened an interest
en in She geed roads' devidepisent that
was never before felt, and a big attend-
mos is expeotod at the convention so be
held there July 10 sod 11,
The Good Roads Assonstion *lents-
villa elected the following allows :
President lea B. Nall, Louisville.
Vioe-Presklest, W. J. Desalt, Bar
Meryl' le.
Secretary. J. 0. Veopelt. Louisville.
Treasurer, James F. Books's, Jr..
Louisville.
Judge (es. F. Oanapbell was sleeted
Executive Oossinsineemazi from the
Second District
Louisville is cameo es permanent
headquarters of the' Kenthoky Good
Roads Association. sad Lexington a
the place of meeting for the second an-
nual convention of 1002
Among the neoletioas adopted was
the following .
Fourth—Reeolted, That we recom-
mend to she road overseers In Kestooky
a change in the present mode of roads
and urgently request that they investi-
gate other plaits, and in their wisdom
adopt soots means ander she present
law whereby we wUl have the cheaper
and better toed construction as &deign-
ted under the good roads organisations.
$2.50 hat Free!
To any farmer or farmers eon a
$2.50 has will be given for the larg•
set number of our newspaper adver.
tisementa clipped from the newsps.
prrs since Jan'y 1st, 1901. Contes-
tants will bring the edam the morn-
ing of July 11th, 1901.
J. T. WALL & CO..
Cor..Main and 7th Sts.
If we were as far behind In eves ythIng
as we are In the matter of good public
highways Ibis icouotry would be in a
most deplorable condition indeed. How-
ever, now that the attention of the
whole people has been directed to the
matter the ,lay cf good roads oan't.:be
far ol
3—REGI8TERED PHARMACISTS-3.
'71 HARDWICK SELLS
Jewelry, Diamonds, Watches, Clocks,
Cut Glass, Fancy Goods, Art Novelties,
Fine: Watch,: Clock: and : All: Kinds: Jewelry:
2-RaExpert Watchm
PIANOS and ORGAN
Guitars, Violins, Banjos, Mandolins and all kinds X
and fixtures, Sheet Music, SrionfIG MACHINES.
drop head, $18.50. But‘erick Patterns of
I. C.
T. M. JONES
11 ,t4tos.D17.Goods, N
IZADQUARTERS
iost
• Carpets, Rugs, Xattings,
and Linoleums.
vein
Both QUALITY and PRICE i
41laret Call at store when you atten
Roads Convention.
105
Oor. 7th & Main, Hop
BANK Of HOPKINSV
Corner 7th and Main Streets.
Capital and Surplus $120
ORGANIZED IN 1866.
Transacts a general banking business and invites 
correspondence.
solicited. Courteous prompt and careful attention 
given to all business es
OFFICERS—Henry C. Gant, President; J. E. McPherso
n, Cashier;
Phetson, Assistant Cashier DIRECTORS—Henry C
 Gant, John P Garnett,
W T Fowler, Dr E 8 Stuord.
CI I.
Livery, Red & Sala St
First-Class Turnouts. Funeral, Party and
 W
Work a Specialty. rule. and (lenses for Sa
'Phone 32 HOPKINSVILLE, KEN=
By Up-to-Date Methods and
suits from $25.00 to $50.00.
J. L. Tobin, The Tailo
MAIN STREET, HOPKINSVILLE KY
• 
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C TAKES..'4 41,iv TO PAY' COLUMBIA, HARTFORD an
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RUGBY BICYCLES
FANCY FOWLS.
.alThe phenomenally successful and most
widely read poultry organ of the south.
in 1897 it is a credit to its section,
the great aid growing South. It is owl en
time the 10th of each month, is prosplIIMM
sad responsibis. Ass low-priced gape kit
Is a class by Itself and It better than meet Ses
=56 TO 60 PAGES. Liegestele-
in its Mahon, of _any ponlwy pew
sad usemialed as as adver Mena
SO that west's* to reach lleisthien rss
karma, eacleekei 2Sc este or stamen.
FANCY FOWLS Ca., BoOderrilh. irp•
From $25 to $75. We carry the only complete line
of bicycleQ and bicycle sundries in this part of the 
state,
and wholesale and retail Graphophones and 
Phonographs
and music for both. Send us your repair work on 
wheels
and guns; we have the best equipped repairing 
facilities
in this part of the State. Mail orders receive 
prompt at-
tention.
1. M. Moss & Co.No 17. 6th St
a.
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Death Is Still
Stalking Abroad.
Nine Persons Departed rrom Life In City
And County Within The Last
Twelve Hours.
MORTUARY RECORD IS APPALLING.
Iron& wisdneeday's daily
The death rate for the last twelve hours is probably
without precedent in this community.
Nine persons have passed away, five of whom were
white.
Six of the deaths occured here and three in the coun-
ty.
While none was directly due to heat prostration, all
were doubtless hastened by the extremely hot weather.
The sick list is large and the physicians fear that un-
less relief from the oppressive heat comes soon there will
be many other contributions to the appalling mortuary
record. The files of the NEW ERA show that for two
months scarcely a day has passed that some citizen either
of the city or county has not died, and more people of
prominence have been summoned than ever before in the
same length of time.
Miss Joe Flock died this morning at
four o'clock at the reedeuce of bet
brother, Mr. E K Flack, on the corner
at 8 enamels and Main streets. Her
death was not entirely unexpected, as
she had been seriouoly PI for several
days. Sbe was born in Todd county,
sear Trenton, but for many years had
made her home with her brother in this
oily. She was forty-nine years of age
Miss Flack was a oonsistent member
and a cesisteet attendant of the Baptist
chars*. etniet and anaasuming, she
was • wants& el line chateau, pomme-
l/se nog noble traits, and having the
love mad respect of all who knew her.
Her loss will be deeply f It by her rela-
tives and wide simile of friends The
Moral will take plant from the reel-
demos tawasinow inorniag at lee o'clock
sed Imeareient at Hopewell cemetery.
Mr. Beelagala H. Long, after • pain-
ful Illness at Magri, tere nionthe, sue-
oeinabed Ibis morning at 1:15 o'clock to
&OM.
He was about thirty years of age and
a son of Magistrate W R. Long.
-au many Meade have received the
allege of his agent with gnat sorrow.
He was a young man of generous im-
passe and of Sue besineir ability. He
mealiest agent of the Frank Fehr 0o.
et Leedivilia.
Funeral will be held at 5:00
o'elook this at the residence
of his tailor MI ailfilirentb street In-
torment at Hopewell cemetery.
Mrs. Annie Maddox died this morn-
ing at her home on Main and Fifth
streets She bad been ill about ten
days of dyeent,ry. Mrs Maddox was
about fifty years of age and was the wife
of Mr. Thomas Maddox, who is in the
tobacco businees. Several children
survive her. She was an estimable
lady whose death mused deep regret.
Funeral serves?s will be held tomor-
row and the interment will take place
at the Harned burying ground.
Mrs.,G. D. Perkins, of the Pilot Rook
vicinity, aged 22, died this morning at
the Western Kentucky Asylum for the
Insane wbere she had been under treat-
ment since May 81. Acute rheumatism
wee the mine of death. The funeral
and burial will take place tomorrow at
Ebeneeser c.haroh.
William Joiner the bright twelve
years old son of Mr. and Mrs. Addison
0. Joiner, of Lafayette, died yesterday.
His health had been poor for several
months. Flux was the itzunediatecause
of death
--
Four deaths occurred last night among
the colored people, two in the city and
the others in the country. James Oole-
man, aged le, and Mary Johnson, aged
20, were the names of thou who died:in
town.
MATTERS OF INTEREST
TO COUNTY TEACHERS.
Tb• melt ii the lest meaty
MOM for oertificates to tem* as
by the records of the board of •eman-
ate la the county superintendent's cffica
follows:
Out of thirty-two applicauts, four
first elms certificates, fifteen second
elms and two third class were awarded.
There were seven failures. The success-
ful applicants are: Meson. W. R.
Oherry, John H. Sniff, J. E Brown,
°toil W. Johnson, R. 0. Hopson, Ed-
ward Swindler, U.N. Wagoner, L. S.
Pries, Orville Goode: Mosedames Mary
B. Snitille and Mrs. Liget* Owen Weav-
es; Misses Ora King, Emma Stevenson,
county institute has pot been an-
Milanced
The examination of applioanta for
appointment to the State Oollege at
Lexington will be held here on July 19.
Christian county this year I. entitled to
two appointments.
Several local teachers have received
letters from one Fanny A. Oompton, of
Orange, N. J., who details her plan for
starting, at Se Louis, Mo , on Sept. 4,
1901, what she calls "a school for chil-
dren of retarded mentality " She is
now teaching in the New York "Seginu
Physiological School for children of ar-
llamas Gray, Halite King, Thomas I rested development." Persons knowing
Arvin, Leann ihnisheon, Myrtle Wesel of children needing the "phycho physe
Maggie Clack, Alice Were Louise Mo I ologioal" training offered are requested
amebas, Willie Jahnome. Myrtle to inform Mt.. Omission at 4662 Scott
Holmes. Emma Genrilerg and Ellett avenue, St. Louts, Mo
Young. to. g 44  :4
Mies McDaniel, the 0ounty Soper's-
Moidese, reenivid from State Super-
isenedeat MoOlieneey the °Medal pro-
pass, Wales and sots book of the
Meehan' htates to be held in each
sem* daring vegans, smooths.
Tbegligsens Iser this year is more
sialmerste and interesting than ever be-
fore and the pemphist wahine much
intersantioe that will be of interest to
lb. teachers. The daft of the Ohristian
Many boys who cannot long to go to
school will find encouragement in the
following from the great steel trust
magnate, Chas. M. Sohawb : "Let me
advise you all to make an early start in
Life. The boy who with the manual
training and the common school eduea-
non who can start in life at sixteen or
seventeen can leave the boy who goes
to college until be is twenty or more so
far behind in the race that he can never
oafish up."
NOTES ABOUT GOOD
ROADS CONVENTION.
Front Thursday'. daily
Mr. R. W. Rkthardson, secretary of
the National Good Saadi Amoinatios,
will arrive in the oily tonight to confer
with the local committee in regard to
sett week's convention.
The Good Reads train will arrive to-
morrow night or Saturday morning and
the work of surveying the model mile
will take place and work on will start
Saturday afternoon or early Mocclay
morning
Uounty Judge Oharies Drake, of
Warren county, has appointed the fol-
lowing delegates to the Good Road
issaventioa: Zonis Harris, T. W.
Thomas, J. McKenzie Moss, J 0. Sims,
J. A. MeEssisie, Jr., K. 0. Hughes, Wm
Plellt °oak, Dr. A. T. McCormack, W
D. Neale, W. E Massey, J P. Bates, D.
O. Ames, A. O. MmiSor, Jas. Benison,
M. B. Madison, C. L Daaghtry, Frank
-Wilkens. and?. J. Smith, of Hadley.
Mayor Townsend has named the fol-
lowing gentlemen to represent Bowling but also the people of all Went Ken -Green : Soon Olaypool, M. H. °rump, tueky.-Owensboro MessengerJas. H. Wilkinson, El, U Mailock, F L.
Kisser, Jr , and R. F. Dulaney
441 Donets' Bell spent yesterday in Lo-
gan county in the interest of the con-
vention and Frank Rives and John
Remelt went to Hopkins today on a
similar mission.
Sa
Mrs. M. H. Nelson, chairman of the
Ladles arrangements committee of the
Good Roads Oonvention, has called a
meeting of the committee to be held to
morrow afternoon at 4 :30 o'clock with
Mrs. Preston Thomas. A full attend-
ance of the members is requested
--
Every man in Western Kentucky
who can should attend the Good Roads
Oonvention in Hopkinsville on July 10
and II All who caret go to Hopkins-
villa should come to Owensboro on July
16 and 17. All who can attend both
move/Aisne will find profit and interest.
Good lessons can be learned at both
places. Better roads in West Kentucky
means better markets and a more pros-
perous farming community The more
interest awakened in the subject, the
better will be the results. The people
of Owensboro and Davies! county in
assuming the obligation, of bringing
the good roads train here did so with
the view to benefit not only themselves,
At Princeton yesterday, Mr. Owen
Gathright, of the Louisville business
mona junket, reviewed the work cis the
recent Good Roads 0ouvention at Lou
Willis and advized and urged the people
of Princeton to attend the convention
in this oily next week.
414 AUTOS OUR NEW PARIS SHAPES
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Mal MOM
ram DAY To DAT1COMPANY IN.
FEAST OF
Tanta
July 4 :5 the Jewish feast of Tauluz,
being the 17th day of the month Tames,
in the year 5661 of the Jewish cslendar
FAVORS
SPAY ION
03.. Beckham looks with favor on
the offer of the people of Grayson
Springs of • site for the encampment of
the State Guard. He will send an offi-
cer to inspect the proposed site. The
encampment will be opened about July
e0.
FULL VALUATION
MUST BE PAID.
The state board of valuation and as
anament has finally acted in the mat
ter of the state banks and trust oompa
nisi, assessing them from franchise tax
purposed it the full 100 per cant. value
lion instead of 80 per cent., as was done
in the case of the railroads. This ac-
tion was taken by the votes of Secreta-
ry of State Hill and Treasurer Hager,
two of the three members of the board.
Auditor Walter, the third member,
votes to follow the action taken as ,to
the railroads, and has filed iti the rec-
ords of the board a written dissent giv-
ing his reasons for so voting He claims
that it is uojnst to the state banks and
trust companies to make them pay more
than the railroads and the nationel
banks of the state. Be says that he has
already received proteins from quite a
number of the officials of state banks
against the action of the qoard
006 DAYS
NAVE BEGUN.
Today, accordiug to the:ordinary as-
tronomical computation, ia the begin-
ning of the dog days which continue
till August 11. They de iv* their name
from the heliao 1 rising and setting of
Sirius the dog stet. The !saltiest rising
means the time when the star emerges
from conjunction with the sun so as to
be visible in the morning before sun
rise, Sirius is believed to be a sun su-
perior to our own, but be is too far
away to have any Influent* upon the
earth.
PARIS GREEN
NOT WANTED.
Tobacco men throughout the state
will urge Gay. Beckham to reooraxnend
to the Legislature the passage of a law
probibittting the use of pans green on
tobacco during its growth for the pur-
pose of deo greying worms.
IIRAKEY
DECLINES.
El-Gov. Bradley has declined to ac-
oept the presidency of the Amerioan
Loan and Trust company, organised by
Dwight Handson. He prefer. to prac-
tice. law.
OEFEN DS
HIS BROTHER.
The grand jury of Kenton oounly,
whites returned indictments against the
members of the Oovington city counoil
Justus Goebel and Al tierwe, will re-
main in session indefinitely. Mr. Ar-
thur Goebel has issued a card denying
the charges against his brother, who,
for alleged political reasons, wes accus-
ed of receiving part of the salary drawn
by the city auditor, whose appointment
he had secured.
WED AWAY FROM HOME.
Louisville Lady Becomes III While Visil•
isg Frieeds at Howell.
From Thursday's daily.
Mrs. Ida Grieson, seed forty-three
years, died this moaning at the home of
her sister, Mrs. L. A. tities,ln the How-
ell vicinity:, Mrs. tension's home was
in Louisville and she was in Christian
county on a visit to relatives. About
two weeks ogo she was taken ill with
with flux which caused her death. The
deceased was formerly miss Ida Lyle,
of New Provident*, Tenn. The remains
will be burled Friday at the Giles bury-
ing pounds.
A CARD.
In retiring from the active practice of
dentistry I desire to thank the public
for its liberal pstrousge for the tut
twenty years. I heartily recommend
my successor, Dr. H. M. gokenrode,
graduate of University of Maryland as
a gentleman well qualified in his pro-
fession and worthy of the ben patron-
age Office over Bank of Hopidniville.
d2tw It M. IA WiLessies, D. D. S.
White Man Turned Yellow
Great consternation was felt by the
friends of M. A. Hogarty, of Lexington,
Ky., when they saw he was turning yel-
low. His skin slowly changed color,
also his eyes, and he suffered terribly.
His malady wu yellow jaundice. He
was treated by the beet donors without
benefit. Then he was advised to take
Electric Bitters, the wonderful stomach
and liver remedy, and he writes :"After
taking two bottles I was wholly cured."
A trial proves its matchless merit for al
stomach, liver and kidney troubles. On-
lyVies, Sold by 0. K. Wyly, Anderson
& Fowler, J. 0 Cook and L L. Elgin,
druggists.
EVANSVILLE AND RETURN SI 25
Os Special Ira* Sunday, July 7.
Cu Sunday July 7th, the Illinois Oen-
tral will sell round trip tickets to Evans-
ville at rate of $1.25. Ticked' will be
sold for train leaving Hopkinsville at
5 a in, which train will be provided
with extra coaches to be placed on spec-
ial train at Princeton. Returning spec-
ial train will leave Evansville at 10:80
a m and connect at Princeton with spec-
ial train for Hoplensville.
CORPOR4TED.
Will Develop Oil Resour-
ces of Christian.
Officers Elected and Prin-
cipal Office Is In
Hopkinsville.
Articles of incorporation have teen
tiled by the Dawson Oil Company in the
county clerk's office here.
The incorporators are T. T. Hillman,
of Birmingham, Ala ; T. M. Steger, of
Nashville, Tenn; J. E Hayes and Wm.
Lynch, of Dawson Spring.. and es. P.
Ckookett. of Hopkinsville.
T. K. Steger was sleeted President,
J. K. Hayes, Vicie-Pieeldent, and A P.
Crockett, Secretary and Treasurer
The mourn has about fifteen thou-
sand acres of oil lands leased in Christ-
ian and Oaldwell counties. The incor-
porators have recently inspected the
land and are very enthusiastic over the
proapecte. Steps will be taken at once
toward developing the oil aril mineral
output of this locality.
MIT" COLEMAN APPOINTED.
Lawrence Yost' Retires From Office of
Deputy Marshal.
--
United States Marshal A. D, James
has announced his new form of field
deputies for Kentucky. Coder the law
dividing the State into two judicial
districts Marshal James is allowed only
three deputies for Western Kentucky.
He has appointed Milton J Coleman, of
Hopkinsville, as a field deputy, with
headquarters at Bowling Green, and
has transferred W. M. DISTILS from Leb-
anon to Paduosh, and Geo. M York
from Central Oily to I/oust:aro
Heretofore Marshal James has had
nine field deputies in Western Ken-
tucky, but now, that be is compelled
under the law to reduce his force, the
following have bet out: John Roger.,
'of Leitobfield ; E. B. Long, of Burksvide:
goes Dixon, of Bowling Green; G. W.
Gilliland, of Owensboro; Mej Cho W
Saunders, of Mayfield • Lawrence Youte,
of Hopkinsville, and J. W. Huff, of
Glasgow.
"Mit" Ooleman is a nephew Of Judge
Walter Evans.
-
BUILDING NOTES.
Work on the new pnblic school build-
ing on South Virgule street is progress-
ing rapidly.
--
Mr James Long, the architect, is
at work on a plan for a gymnasium,
which will be built at a wet of $2.000,
in connection with South Kentucky
College. It is expected to be completed
by the beginning of She fall term.
--
J. H. Eggleton & Son have lei; the
contract for a warehouse which will be
bull on the corner of Third and Liberty
streets, to be completed by October 1st.
It will be 66 by 186 feet and two 'toffee
high.
Mrs Eliza (Hark will erect a hand-
some residence on the corner of 19th
and Virginia streets, to front Virginia
street It will oast $11,500,
EARLY MORNING BLAZE.
Dwellieg Os Clay Aid Seventeenth Si:.
Buried
From Th ursday 's dotty
Stir, at 4:30 o'clock this morning, or-
iginating from a candle left burning in
an upper room, destroyed the two story
frame dwelling on Seventeenth and
Clay streets owned by Mrs L G. Wells
and occupied by Mrs Lee Wasecio and
family, The alarm was turned in from
Second street and by the time the de-
partment learned the error and arrived
at the scene, the house was enveloped
in flames. Mrs. Wello' loss is about
$1500, with $800 insurance.
Mrs. Watson lost some of her furni-
ture, on which she had $200 touristic i
Most of the furniture had been remov-
ed from the house as she was preparing
to go to the country.
ONO ORISSAM ILL.
Gino Ur-tenets, formerly of this city,
but now of the Commercial staff of
Memphis, who has been critically ill,
was brought home this morning and is
now at the home of his mother, Mrs D
R Oorpenter, 717 South Sommer street.
He is slightly improved, but still in a
dangerous condition. His wife scoom-
paniel him -Nashville American.
FIVE MEN
Tried To Take A Whole
Chinese Town.
(Special to New Era)
PEKIN, July 4.-Five men, claiming
to be Ameticans, have been tarred over
to Mai. Robertson, commander of the
United States Legation, guarded by
°blame troops, who captured the quin-
tet 50 miles from Pekin. Not knowing
that the place was guarded by (Meese
troops, the men filled the carts with loot
and then "shot up" the place. The
tiring brought the Chinese troops to the
plates and tbe thieves were quickly cap-
tured.
peasoNAt. NOTeS.
From Thursday 's daily
'JUDGMENT
Mrs. T. K. Jones to quite ill at her
home on South Main street
Mrs Levy has neurned from Nash
vine, s000mpauled by her daughter, I
Mrs Jacobus
Mrs. 0. A. Oosby has gene to Obioago Messrs. Buckner Win
to visit Miss Lee Oosby, who is taking • surance Case.
course in mute there.
AFFIRMED.
Mrs. Will Green, of Otarksville. the
Mimes Rutherford and Mr. Hance
Rutherford, of Elkton, arrived in the
city last night to attend the funeral of
Miss Joe Fleck.
Mr. Joseph Wooldridge and Mrs.
Gentry Hillman went to Nashville this
morning.
Misses Ella C. Lackey, of Pembroke,
and Margaret D. Mullen, of this city,
are the guests of Miss Ladle J. Sum-
mers, near the oily.
Miss Oarruthen, of Hopkinsville, who
has been visiting Mr. Felton Gill on
Addison avenue, has returned to her
home-Nashville Banner.
Misses Olayton and Lola Relate and
May Pyle, of Hopkinutlie, are visiting
Mrs D. R. Carpenter, 717 South Sum-
mer street -Nashville American.
Mr. IC Girard and daughter, of Cleve
land, 0., are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Jerome Girard.
Mrs Wallter Jones and children left
this morning on a month's visit to rela-
tives and friends in Hopkinsville.-
Bowling Green Times Journal.
Jake Myers, wbo was recently mas-
tered out of the volunteer service at
San Francisco, will return home tomor-
row.
Fruit] Wednesday's daily
Ed Beach, of Clarksville, is in the
ally.
Mrs. J. 0 Oushmen, who has been
very ill, is improved
Mr. William Richards is in Browns-
ville, Tann-iviinting relatives.
Mr. Ben 0. Whitehead is visiting in
Brownsville, Tenn.
Mrs. R. E Leigh and daughter, Mar-
ine, are visiting Mrs. Loving Gaines at
Elkton.
Miss Rosa Austin, of gnu Tenn.. is
visiting friends in the city.
Misses Julia and Rath Elliott are vis-
iting relatives near Russellville.
Mrs J. L Edusundson is the guest of
Mrs Frank Trios at Pembroke.
Mee T 111 Edmundson returned Mon-
day from a pleasant visa to her daugh-
ter, Mrs. Frank Trice, of Pembroke.
Mister Muriel Donaldien is netting
relatives in Nashville, Tenn.
Miss Hattie Thacker. of Princeton,
who has been visiting Mr. Tom Edmund-
son's family for the past ten days. WO
gone to Pembroke.
Mrs Harry Yost and children 1
this morning for Memphis to visit
Mess.
Miss Bessie Stewart, of bladisonvIlls4
is visiting friends here.
Miss Era Brian wbo has ben visiting
in this city, has returned to Madison
ville
Mrs Ads 0. Layne left yesterday for
Kansas Oily. After her visit to friends
there alie will go on a trip through the
far west.
From Tuesday's daily.
Miss Bette Herndon, of We
Breckinridge county, is visiting her
ter. Mrs. Bailey Waller.
Mr. and Mrs Mike Griffin and Miss
Griffin, of Paducah, are guests of Major
John W Breathitt'e family.
Jack Moore went to Estill Spri
yesteroay.
Arthur B. Lander, of Louisville,
visiting relatives near Church HUI,
Mrs. Alex Campbell has ret
from Louisville.
Min Lillian Gary has returned Owl
a visit to friends in Pednoati, acconipm
oied by Miss Langetaff, of Paduoah, and
Miss Orndorff, of Russellville
Miss Dont* °shunt, of debree, who
has been visiting relatives to the city,
has returned home.
Mrs. T. 0. Moore is visiting her pa-
rents in Webster county.
Mr. John Ootobe is spending the wee
in Seine., Evansville and Owensboro.
Mies Grace Wood has gone to DaW4011
Springs to spend a couple of weeks.
WHIFESIDES WALKER.
Front "Fuesdny's daily.
The marriage of Mtge Martha Welker
and Mr. Intim Whitesides, of Lynch-
burg, Va., took place yesterday after-
ternoon at four o'clock at the borne of
the bride on Seventh street. Rev Dr.
W. L Nouns impressively performed
the ceremony. Only relative's and in-
timate friends were present.
The bride is the attractive daughter
of °apt. Ed Walker aud is one of the
brightest and most popular young la-
dies in the community. The fortunate
groom is a prominent attorney, and
member of an old Virginia family.
DIED IN THE ASYLUM.
A Well Kitowe Ballard Citites las
Passed Away.
Kr. Thomas Lanier, of Blantrillo.
Ballard wanly, died Tueeday at the
asylum. Several weeks slam he was
very ill and before he reosvered decided
evidence of insanity appeared. He was
brought to HopkinevUle on beaming
violent about three weeks ago, and re-
lief in death came. The remains we
taken to Ballard tenuity for insorroont
Mr. Lanier was a native of irgiula,
but had lived in Ballard county since
early life. He was onset the beet known
men in the county and was widely owl-
neotod. He was in good oironmetanosik
being among Ballard's most substantial
citizens.
In-
Last Verdict Of The Jury
For $2,500 Now
Stands.
In the United States circuit 0011r4 Of
appeals at Cincinnati Tuesday, the noted
case of Buckner & 00, of this city,
against Merchants Insurance Oompany,
of Newark, N J , for sleuths., appealed
from the federal emir' at Owensboro,
was Interned.
This case has had quite a history.
When it was originally tried the jury
brought in a verdict for the plaintiffs
for $3,500 Judge Barr set this aside
as excessive and fixed the amount as
$2,000 This judgment was appealed
and reversed.
A compromise was then • fleet • d for
$1,500, but the defendant eJorpany sub-
sequently repudiated the act of its at-
torney, John Marshall, of Louisville and
had the case reinstated
On a second trial the jury rendered a
verdict for $2.500, which was appealed.
by the company. On this appeal the
judgment is affirmed and the verdict of'
$9.500 stands
---
Louisville Business Men
(Special to New Era)
LOUISVILLE, Ky., July 4. -The
Louisville business men returned this
morning from their swing through Wes- '
tern Kentucky They are delighted
with the success of their trip
The most pleasant feature Of the jun-
ket was the visit to Cerulean, where
they were entertained without oherge
by Oapt Pool, proprietor of the hotel.
They were tee loomed there by a delega-
tion of Hopkinsville men and happy
speeches were made by Hon. James
Hreathitt, Ool Will A Wilgus and re-
sponses by Louisville men.
They were astonished and delighted
when that evening they-found the whole
place en fete and a beech of ti)wers at
each plate, while iced beer, juleps and
lemosade were served in abundance. A
ball was enjoyed by the young men
The principal step of the day was at
Paducah, where an ex,ended reception
was held, the chief address being made
on belial of the Porohase metroplis by
Ocingre s man Charles K Wheeler
Princeton, Kulaws, Mayfield and
Fulton were also visit-d, and in each of
these cities the ger- tits sere extended •
te medial end enthusiastic weloome,
which found a r-ely response from the
tourists.
Saves Two From Death
"Oar hole dr -ghter had- an almost
fatal attack o f whooping cough ana
bronchiCs, ' r.'et Mrs. W. K. Havi•
land, of Acuon, N. 1., "but when all
other remedies failed we saved bar life
with Dr. King's New Discovery. Out
niece who bad consumption in an ad-
vanoed stage also used this wonderful
medicine and today she is perfectly
Weil." Desperate throat and lung die
Mies yield to DT King's New Diecovery
este no other medicine on earth In-
fallible for 'soughs and colds 50o and
$1 00 bottles guaranteed by Anderson &
Fowler. 0. K Wyly. J 0 Cook and L.
L E gin Trial bottles free.
a AL MA 7E1 a X AL.
Sian the Thi titi YO0 Hsu Met IWO
ef
A New Departure
Having Learned the Art of
Replating and
Manufacturing
MIRRORS,
I want to say to lay friends
and customers that in a few
days l will be well equipped
to serve them in this capacity.
If you have an old mirror
that needs replating or if you
want new ones made in odd
sizes leave your order with
me. I can plate a mirror in
30 .minutes while you wait.
Satisfaction in workman-
ship and prices guranteed.
Very Respectfully,
Jack Meadoi
104 Main St. Hooter Building,
ANNOUNCEMENT.
We are authorized to announce
W. H. WEST
candidate for re-oleo:ion to the
office of Oonstable in the South Hop
the anion of the Demooratio
kinuille magisteriel district, 1,14,10:er
July 27, 1901,
Hamilton D. Eckenrode,
D. D. S.
Graduate University of Maryland,
Successor to Dr. M. W. Williams. Office
eVer Bank of Hopkinsville.
Or. Jas. E. Oldham,
Dr. Luia E. Oldham....
. .Osteopaths..
Graduates American Sonool of Osteo-
pathy, Kirksville, Mo. All curable dis-
eases (both acute and chronic) sumer.-
fully treated without the use of drugs
or knife. Corner 10th and Clay Streets.
Consultation and examination free. Fe-
male diseases a specialty. 'Phone 26
-
BEAUTIFYING THE HOME
Mrs. ft. 0 Jackson, of North Broad
St., Philadelphia, Pa., is a w‘.11 known
OritiO in house decorating and It 's meld
that her home is a marvel of comfort
and ItItraotivenese, in spite of the fact
that she is not overburdened with the
world's wealth In a remit, cony !na-
tion with a reporter, Mrs Jacinto" said:
"It is really very easy to clsoortiee
one's home artistically and at absolutely
no actual cost if one goes the right way
about it. Pictures are the best orna-
ments in my opinion They strike She
eye at once and relieve the dreary mo-
notony of the bare walls If I could
have expensive pictures in rich frame*
1 would do so, but, not being wealthy I
have to curb my linbitione- Yet there
are beautiful and artirtni productions
which made a great imprisecon on the
belsolder.:and their wet is D111(111E411[1210,
in fact they Oan be had for nothing "
"How can they be obtained for noth-
ing, Mrs. Jackson?" inquired the re-
porter. "That most surely lei a 'nam-
able piece of knowledge."
"Oh, I don't know! There are hun-
dred, of theorised& of families through-
out the Niamey doing the tame as 1 •m,
I suppose Any body who bus habit of
thrift and who exercises a little common
sense, has the same opportunity. You
see myself and family are great coffee
drinkers, but we are particular about
the brand we use My husband would
not touch the glazed or coated coffees
under any consideration, be has an ab-
horrer ee of them, and in ibis respect we
agree. We would rot let our children
drink such rx free either As we art
great coffee consumers we naturally
want the purest, most fragrant and
healthful. Consequently we bay the
Lion brand all the time.
"Perhaps you are aware that Lion
Ooffee is sold in one pound packages In
the bean only. Every package has a
Lion head on the wrapper, and by sav-
ing up these beads, I can get my choices
of beaetiful pictures or other household
ornaments and necessities, by sending
them to the Woolson Spice Co., Toledo
Ohio, indicating from the Premium List
just what article I want, and int:eosins
a two cent stamp to pay for postage of
my picture or other article.
"And are these premiums given away
all the year around, Mrs. Jackson?"
"Yes, but a new premium list is tutt-
ed by the Woolson Spies Co , every
year, by the way, there will be a new
one published Septembsr lie 1901 It
is claimed that this noel. to exceed all
the previous once in the (tomtit), and
quality of the presents. This will b.
an excellent opportnritty for careful
housekeepers toe buying Lion
Ooffee. Apart from th. premiums,
Mouses, those who take this hint will
thank me for giving it. as they are sore
to find Lion Ooff e to th or liking and
there is no purer brand on the inerket "
The reporter thanked Mrs Jackson
for her information and withdrew.
PEMBROKE WON.
The ball game at Pembroke this ewer -
tog between Pembroke and Madison-
ville resulted in a victory for the !wale
by a score of 6 to 2 Another game will
be played by the same teams this after-
noon. Two colored c'ubs will also play
today.
QUARTERLY REPORT
• 
-or THE-
CITY BANK,
Al 1 hi E CLOSE OF BUSINESS ON TH E
29TH DAY (OP JUNE. 101.
RESOURCE04.
Loans and Discounts, lass loans
to directors .$212,3tel
Overdrafts. secured  2,771
Overdrafts, unsecured....161 40
Due from National Banks 111615,664.26
Due from State Banks and
Bankers  75,5te1.67 i 25,227 91I
Banking House and Lot, 6,05)0,
Other Real Estate 6,10 TS
Other Stocks and Bands 12,612 60
curreney 
Specie  48
00
Exchanges for Clearielpi. ENG* 16,644 12
Debt in suit US 70
Asylum warrants  6,61,1
4004,797 72
L1ABILITI Em'.
Capital Stock paid in. In comb   l40.1104 00
Surplue Fund 50,000
Undivided Profit/I   5.154 14
Deposits subject "to ellieek ton
which interest Is
not paid MLitt 71
C,erttneci checks   i.00 0u
Due National Banks µMa Is
Due state hanks and
Bankers WW1 ID 22.710 96
tupelo Int Mend -1,0110 OD
Fund set aside to pay taxed . . 2,647 48
Revenue Stamp' .
ine,797 72
Weave or KairrookT,
Cot:Terre or Canrrisli,il:
W. T. 'Tandy, Cashier of City Bank, • bi nk
located and doing badness at N 2, N.M. In
!SLID City of Hopkinsville in said county,' e-
ine duly sworn, says that the tot '-
going report is in all respects • true
statement of the conditions of the said
Bank, at the close of business on the Seth
day of June 1901, to the best of his ku
ledge and belief; and further say. that the
business of said Bank has been transacted
at the location named, and not elsewhere;
and that the above report Is made in com-
pliance with an °metal notice received from
the Secretary of 2.2212242 designating the 19th
day of June, 1901, aa the day on which sin a
report shall be made
W. T. TANDY, Cashier.
E. B. L0140, Director.
CA. l'HONI•SON, DireCtO*
W. T. TANDY, Director.
!Subscribed and sworn to before me by W.
T. Tandy, tashier,on the 1st day of July,
1901. J Ati . A. YOUNO.Jr.
N. P. C. C.
My eomtululoo expires January 20. 1902.
4)4), 99+339
To The Trade.
• •
I have a few words to say to you: 1 e sure you GET MT PRICES on everything is • •el's Dry Goods and Carpets :•
BEFORE BUYING. 6+.
Some houses are advertisibg 1-4 to 1-2 Off. But
I say to the trade if rou will yi5it my store, I am pre-
prepared to save YOU money on fre5h, up to date
goods. You can always depend on stetticg the newest
and best things out in every line of goods in my house
at prices that defy competion.
11g11111111011111
elS ire M. Joiles,
Main '4t. llopkinsville,Ky.
• • • • • • • • • • • • •
I
MORPHINE'Opla, etc.
aii.eme cured by TACK-A-POU-SHA
345942 cases in I 7 years
The disease is ths asthma' swot of Jaen
and China. • reessaywas inoperative sad
the medical yeeteellea there areeptei this
aa the only pernmenst,=swe=quick core beers lo oe 
treatment FREE or cusses Pee-
*kWh' and all confidentially neseed by witCure
tirrillinslEATWENT CO.,
1*3 West aed it.. Now York Clhkr.
Get Ready for Spring.
Your Roof shouldlbe painted at once before
the warm weather. If there is any patching or
new roofing or guttering have it done at once.
We are prepared to do this kind of work
promptly and reliably.
G, GWIEKEE,
Telephone 102-3 Virginia St
QUAR1 ERLY REPORT
-ol• 1 11
Planters Bank
And Trust Co.
AT THE CLOSE OF BC/SINE/is
June 290, Icool.
RESOURCES.
Loans and Discountalless loans to
' Directors) .1 96,007 76
Loans to Directors (officers
not included J . ..   10,100 00
Overdrafts unsecured  2,634 50
Due from National Beata UAW 50
Due from State Banks
and Bankers   6.617 17 7.407 07
Other Hen' Estate  6.753 74
Mortgage, 2S.275 27
Specie   4,661 73
Currency 15.1.100 00 32.361 7$
Furniture and Frxtures  2.606 26
Stamp Account 150 76
8179,ter7 Oe
LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock paid In, in cash. . $611.000
Deposits subject to .liteck I on which
interest is not paid Mee; ue
--$170.er7 tie
STATE OP KENTUCKY,
Coenre OY CHRISTIAN, 88:
John B. Trice, Cashier of Planters Bank &
TrustCo,a bank located and doingbusinessat
No. lailain street,th theCity otHopkinsvine
in said comity, being duly sworn, says that
the foregoing report Is in all respects a true
statement of the condition of said Bank, at
the close of business on the Seth day ofJune.
1901, to the best of his knowledge and belief;
Cod further says that the nosiness of said
Rank has been transacted at the location
named, and not elsewhere; and that the
above report ts made in compliance with an
official notices received from the Secretary
of State designating the 29th day of June,
1901, as the day on which such report shall
be made.
Joan B. Talcs, Cashier.
F. L. WILKIRAON. Director
J. H. ANDEESON, Director.
J. F. tiAnwrrr,Dtreetor.
Subscribed and sworn to before me by John
B. Trice on the 10th day of June. 1901.
las L. Sierra. N. P.0 C.
My Commission expires Feb. 11, 190X.
Don't you want to
OWN YOUR
OWN HOME??
The South Kentucky, Building
and Loan Association of Hop.
kinsville, Ky., will build you a
house on easy monthly pay-
ments. For particulars apply so
Henry C..Clant, - Pres
J E McPherson. Sec StTres
How Are Tsar 1[1.1seys
Dr Hobbs' Sparagus Pi I Is cure all kidney ilia 84213.
OS MPS. Add Sterling Remedy Co , cinder) 01 N.Y.
QUARTERLY REPORT
-OF THE-
Bank of Hopkinsville
AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS
June 29th, tpot.
RESOIIRcEn.
Loans and Diaconate, leas loans
to directors SALM W
Overdrafts Unsecured. . 2I4 24
Due from National Banks{ 7.66e Is
Due from State Banks and
Rankers  SAW 70 Its. et
Banking House and Loa  WAN GO
Other real estate  'SSE 00
Otherfitocks and Bonds.. . wine eu
Specie 5 kat esCurrency  SIAS Ge
Exchange for clearings  11,110 al 46,123 97
1407.1/IS
LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock paid in, In cosh. 5100.460 06
Surplus Fund ... 21,610 IS
Deposits subject to check
ton which Interest is
not paid..  Immo 710
Doe National Banks  9711
Due State Banks and
Ranker.  11.662 ill 1207 74
Divide:1de Unpaid 15450
Dividend No. 73 this day tic 4.000 40
Amount set aside to pay taxes 1.406.25
engine be
HTATI OF KENTUCKY,
C,OUNTY Or CH RISTIANI::
J. E. McPherson. Cashier of k of Hop.
kinsville,a bank located and doing business
at No. 2 S. Main st., in the city of Hopkins.
vine In said county, being duly sworn, says
that the foregoing report is In ail respects •
true statement of the condition of said
Bank, at the close of business on the 29th day
of June, 1901, to the beet of his knowledge
and belief; and further says that the busi-
ness of said bank has been transacted at the
location named, and not elsewhere; and that
the above report is made in compliance with
an official notice received from the Secre-
tary' of State designating the reth day of
Juue, 190), as the day on which such report
shall be made.
J. K. 310Pazna0n,Cashier.
HISRY C. GANT, Directoe.
W. T. Fowi.na, Director.
C. H. Bean, Director.
Subscribed and sworn to before me by J.
McPherson, the lit day of July. 001.
J. P. BRADEN,
Notary Public.
n and for Christian County, Ky.
MINIMMEImmir 
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Hunter Wood. Hunter Wood Jr
HUNTER WOOD & SON
Attorneys-at-Law.
Oslo in Hopper /nook, ep;Mairs over
Mears Rank.
11113PErNBVILLIC. : EZZITVOET,
Special attention to
oases in bankruptcy..
'.F. McDANIEL, IL D.
phy si clan and. Surgeon,
()Moe McDaniel Building,
opp. Court Hewn.
TELEPHONIC 3  110STS
Are You In Dead Earnest
In meaning to buy all goods where a dollar gets most value, or
do you merely think you are? Let the way you treat this ad.
,iAnswer the Question.i••
Lamp Chimneys 3c, 4c and 5c each
2 boxes Brass Shoe Nails for  5c
3 kegs Carpet Tacks for  50
Lamp Burners at . 4c and Sc each
8 Oakes Buttermilk Soap for  .10c
Pocket Shears  ic each
Pocket Knives ...   lc each
We have the Paper Duster that will
last longer then feather or- wool,
at Ile• and 25c
2 foot Rule for..... ..... 5c
Block Plane 1 itch bit, for .   Lic.•
Try Square, 6 inches, for .. 10c
Oil Stoves, 4 inch wicks, for 
Spring Balances, weigh 26 lbs, for Sc
Medium size Screw Driver for 23
Mill File, 7 inches, for 
Good Brace for  . 
"-Sc
... so
Good Feather Dusters for ... • 70
Laos Curtains for 
Boys Suspenders for
Mena White Bow Ties for 
We have no job lot of odds and a
but all 1901 goods
Wood Rim Sifters for    tic
Good Lcok with Knobs. oompleie 15c
Box with 200 matches for .... ..lo
2 good Ink Tablets for Sc
Rubber Balls for  le
.2 lb cake Toilet Soap for... ... be
85e pair
4o pair
YOU WILI. FIND IT PAYS TO TRADE AT
-=P'POOL'S=4121
Cor. 9th and Virginia Sts. Opp. Postoffice.
OT WEATHER SPECIALS‘v F" AvSATURDAY, JULY 6th
"Jerome" Cotton Plaids kIch
Ards Ji flo ss privy 010, Will
be sold Saturday,
At 41 Cts.
Dry Goods Department.
loo poirs childrens' and misses'
()ztords and Strap Sandals, brok-
en lots and ohms, 3 to ll'o, worth
75o to $1,50
Cut to 25c to Z5c
Shoe Department.
Choice of big lot ladies fine oh p
white 13111r0Valsts. this &moors
"itiol worth 71UN to Mr
For 49 cts
Ladles Ready Made Dept.
Foor doom% children's fine broad
brim Sailors, fancy Milan braid,
original price $1, '
Cut t035C.
Millinery Department.
Rig lot Metes Percale Shirts with
detached collars, worth
1$0 canto
'For 35c.
Clcthing Department.
J. H. Anderson •Sz Company
p
. •
kit
r
Wesartoroet, June 30.-A delieate
and difficult duty is by Dr. Talmage in
this discourse urged upon all and rope-
Malty upon those given to quick tem
per; text, Epbesistis Iv. 26, "Be ye as-
gry and sin uot "
rqinpoise of temper, kindnees. pa•
tience, forbearanee, are extolled by
most ot the radiant peas of inspiration.
but my text contains that which at tirst
sight la startling. A certain kind of
eager is approved; aye. we are com-
manded to indulge lu It. The most of
us have no need to eultivate high tene
per. and bow often we say things Alla
do things under affronted Impulse
which we are sorry for when perhaps
it is too late to make effective apology!
Why. then. should the apostle Paul dip
Ms pen in the int horn and trace upon
parchment, afterward to be pleated up-
on paper for all ages- the injunction.
"Be ye angry and sin not'!"
My !ext commends a wholemme in-
dignation. It discriminates between the
offense and the offender. the sin and
the sinner, the crime and the toluene!.
To 111mA:rate, alcoholism has ruined
more fortunes, blasted more homes. tie
stroyed more souls than any evil that
I think of. It pours a river of poison
and fire through the uatkins.
have died because of It, and millions
are dying now, and others will die. In
temperance is an old sin. Tbe great
Cyrus, writing to the Lacedemonians
of himself, boasted of many of his qual-
ities. among others that he could drink
and bear more wine than his distin-
guished brother. Louis X and Alexan-
der the Great died drunk. The parlia-
ment of Edinburgh in 1661 is called in
history "the drunken parliament."
Hugh Miller. first atollealaa012 and •ft-
erward a world renowned geologist.
writes of the drinking habits of his
de.Y. saving: "When the foundation was
laid, they drank. When the walls were
leveled for laying, they drank. When
the building was finished, they drank.
'What an apprentice joined, they
drank." In the eighteenth century the
gtver of an entertainment boasted that
twee of the guests went away sober.
Noah, the first ship captain. was wreck-
ere, got in the ark, for that was safely
banded, but he was wrecked with strong
driuk- EverY awn or wornao rightly
mastraceed will blush with indignation
at tbe national and international and
hemispheric and planetary curee. It is
good to be aronnsed against it. You
UMW out of that condition a better MAD
se a better woman. Be ye angry at
that abomination, and the more anger
the more exaltation to charaoter. But
that aroused feeling becomet sinful
when it extends to the victim of this
great evil. beunkenness you are to
hate with a vivid hatred, bat the drunk-
ard you itre to ptty, to help to extricate.
Tadhanaties sad Sympathy.
Just take into consideration that
there are men and women who once
were as upright as yourself who have
best prostrated by alcoholism. Per-
lin/ It came of a physician's prescrip-
tion fee the relief of pain, a recurrence
et the gala calling for a continuance of
the monody. Perhaps the grandfather
WOO laebriate, and the temptation to
tabbfkrel. leaping over a generation,
has swooped on this unfortunate. Per-
hap, it was under an attempt to drown
trouts/. that the benumbing and nar-
cotic liquid was sought after. Perhaps
it was a very gradual chaintng ot the
man with the beverage which was
thought to be a servant. when one day
it announced itself master. Be hum-
ble now and admit that there la a
strong probability that under the same
circumstances you yourself might have
been captured. The two appropriate
emotions for you to allow are indigna-
tion at the intoxicant which enthralled
and nrEllatby for the vicum. Try to
get the sufferer out of his present en-
vtroament. Recommend any hygienic
relief that you know of. and, above all,
Implore the divine rescue for the strug-
gle in wbich so many of the noblest
and grandest have been worsted. Do
not give yourself up to tO0 many phi-
lippics about what the man ought to
have been and ought to hare done.
While your cheek flushes with wrath
at the fee that ham brought the ruin,
iet your eye be moistened with tears
et pity for the sufferer. In that way
you will have fulfilled the injunction of
the text, "Be ye angry and sin not."
There Is another evil the abhorrence
of which you are all called to, and It
is oa the increase-the gambling prac-
tice. Recent developments show that
mach of this devastation is being
wrought in ladles' parlors. It is an
evil which sometimes la as polite and
remises as it is harmfuL Indeed there
sever were so many people trying to
got mosey wtthout earning it. But It
Is a haggard transgression that comes
down to us from the past, bligliting all
sts way.
I have sees tu the archives of the na-
tion la this national capital a large
book in which one of the early presi-
dents of the United States kept an ac-
must In hls own handwriting- of gain.
and losses at playing cards, on one
page the gains and on the other tbe
losses, and there are many pages. In
ether days moor of national reputa-
tion went from the halls of congress
and the eenate chamber to spend tbe
mitibt in notorious gambling saloons.
Seep the Unfortunate.
In Spain a don lost In 24 hours what
equals $12,000,000. Twenty years ago
it was estimated that the average gam-
bling exchange of money throughout
Christendom exceeded $123t100,000,000
TIK Widow
At the door from a happy, health wife,
is something which the looks
forward to all through the day's labor.
He may be tired, but his step lightens
and his face heightens as be quickens his
Cce to receive the smiling welcome orwife. What a
difference in the
home -coati:to et
the man
wife is nervous
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ing neither heart
nor strength to be
glad. Many such
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worked a trans-
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bome-life by
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by Dr. Pierce's
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tion. It cures
diseases of the
delicate organs,
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refreshing sleep,
and transforms
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Coital in "Favorite Prescription" and it
• le absolutely free from opium, cocaine,
and all other narcotics.
- wife was sack for over nest years,' 'Pekes
Albert I. Pune, Row, of Altansout. Greedy Co.,
Tema. "She had uterine disease and was treated
by Moo physician., but got no relief At last I
raml in oar of your liemorandum gooks, about
Plarce's medicines, amil we decided to try biz
• Privorke Premeriptiow.' I sent to the drug more
amd got one bowie and tire first dome gave ease
sad deep. She bed mot slept slay for three
Ilighta Selma sure that it would cure her I
sent for five more bottles, and when she lad
taken the Math bottle sbe was sound sad vet/
We am/ ham • foe boy at our house "
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s Worms
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natural sleep.
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a year. -hot statistics 20 years ago
would be tame compared with the pres-
ent statistics if we could find any one
able enough at figures to tabulate
them. It le all tbe same spIrlt of gam-
bling whether the instruments are
eards or the clicking chips or tbe turn-
ing wheel or tbe bids of the Stock Ex-
change where people mil what they
never owned and fall because they can-
not get paid for it. A prominent bank-
er tells me that he thinks 50,000 people
were fluaecially prostrated by tbe re-
vent ineanities in Wall street. Here
and there a case is reported, but the
vast matority suffer In slime.. Tbe
children are brought home from milord:
the wardrobe will be denied replenish-
ment; the table will have saint supply;
wild generosity will be turned into
grim want. Forty years from now will
be felt the disaster of last month's
black Thursday.
Mut. while you are hotly Indignant
against the crime, bow do you feel
about those wbo were fleeced and
slain? They did not know that their
small host was so near the maelstrom.
Some of them were born with a tend-
escy to recklessness and experiment
and hazard. They inherited a disposi-
tion to tempt chance. Do not heap mit
them additional discouragement.. Do
not deride their losses. Help them to
start again. Show them that there are
more fortunes yet to be gained than
bare yet been gathered and that with
God for timer friend they will be pro-
Tided for here, and through the Bay-
iour's mercy tbey may reign forever in
the land where there are no losses and
infinite gains. While you may redden
In the face at the fact that gambling
is the disgraceful mother of multi-
tudinous crimes, of en•les, jealousiee,
revenges, quarrels, crueities, falme
hoods, forgeries, suicides. murders and
despair, be careful wbat you may to the
victim of the vice and what you do.
He needs more sympathy than the man
who came up from inebriety and de-
bauch and aseassination. for malty
such repent and are saved, but confirm-
ed gamblers hardly ever reform. Dur-
ing the course of a prolonged ministry
I have seen thousands redeemed. many
of them who were clear gooe in sin, by
Almighty grace rescued. In all parts
of this land and in some parts of otber
lands I hare seen theme who were given
up as incorrigible and lost recovered
for God and heaven. but how many
confirmed gamblers have I seen con-
verted from their evil ways? A thou-
sand? No. Fire bundered? No. Fif-
ty? No. Two? No. One? No. I
read in a book of one such rescued. I
have no doubt there have been other
cases, but no evil does its work so
thoroughly and eternally as gambling.
Such almost hopelessness of reforma-
tion ougbt to call forth from you deeper
sympathy than you feel for any other
unfortunate. Pity, by all means, for
those who, shipwrecked and bruised
among the timbers, have nevertheless
climbed up to the fisherman's cabin
and found warmth and shelter, but
more pity for those who never reach
shore, but are dashed to death in the
breakers. Be angry at the sin, but
sympathise with its victims.
An Evil to Se Avoided.
There Is another min that we are of-
tentimes called to be angry with, and
that is fraud. We all like honesty, and
when it is sacrificed we are vehement
in denunciation. We hope that the de-
tectives will soon eome upon the track
of the absconding bank °Metal, of the
burglar who blew up the safe, of the
clerk who skillfully cbanged the figures
in the account book, of the falsifier who
secured the loan on valueless property,
of the agent wbo because of hls per-
centage wrongfully admits a man to
the benefit of a life insurance policy
when his heart is ready to stop and
who comes from an ancestry cnaracter-
istically short lived. One act of fraud
told of to big headlines in the morning
papers rightfully arouses the nation's
wrath. It Is the interest of every good
6man and good woman who reads of the
crime to have It exposed and punished.
Let it go unscathed, and you put a pre-
mium on fraud. you depress public
morals, you induce those wbo are on
the fenee between right and wrong to
get down on the wrong side, and you
put the business of the world on a
down grade. The constabulary and
penitentiary must do their work. But
while the merciless and the godless
cry, "Good for him-1 am glad he is
within the prison doors!" be it your
work to find out if that man is worth
saving and what were the causes of his
moral overthrow. Perhaps he started
In business life under a tricky firm,
who gave him wrong notions of biusi-
nese integrity; perhaps there was a
eombination of circutustaeces almost
unparalleled for temptation, perhaps
there were alleviations, perhaps he was
born wrong and never got over it, per-
haps he did not realize what he was
doing, and If you are a merciful man
you will think of other perhapses
which, though they will not exeuse,
will extenuate. Perhaps he has al-
ready repented and is washed in the
blood of the Lamb and Is as sure of
heaven as you are.
What an opportunity you have-now
for obeying my text! You were angry
at the misdemeanor, but you are hope-
ful for the recovery of the reealcitrant.
Blessed all prison reformers! Blessed
are those governors and presidents who
are glad when they have a chance to
pardon! Blessed the forgiving father
who welcomes bume t be prodigal!
Blessed the dying thief whom the Lord
took with him to glory. saying, "ThIs
day shalt thou be with me In para-
dise!"
•There is anotber evil tbat we ought
to abhor while we try to help tbe •Ic-
tiro, and that is infidelity. It snatches
the life preserver from the man afloat
and affords not KO much as a spar or a
plank as substitute. It would extin-
guish the only light that has ever been
kindled for the troubled and the lost
Let tbe spirit of infidelity take hold of
a neighborhood, and in that town the
Job Couldn't Have Stood It
If he'd,had itching piles They're
terribly annoying, but Bneklen's Arnica
. 
Salve will ours the worst case of piles
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NO the blood. clears the brain and Tome u she best salve in the world. Prim 940 a
sais whole "'sum. Makes a woman too
you ng ams 6,1 young. Price soc. ii box" box. Cure guaranteed. Bold by L. L.
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marriage relation Is a farce, and good
meals give place tu all styi.- ..r tin
newels. Let It take poseeesioli rhts
earth, and there would b.• uo virtue
left ID all the world's uniference.
All the sins rebuked lu the Ten com-
mandments would be doualuant The
torch that shall kindle the conflagra-
tion of the earth ill lilt last catastrophe
Will Dot do all much damage as would
Infidelity aud agnosticism if they got
a chance. Be asgry with sOeli theories
of unbelief and hatred of God. Never
laugh at the wittictems of those who
would belittle the Bible with their joc-
nitrify.
Pity eke Maas,.
Hs ve a lightning in your eye and a
flush in your cheek and a frown on
your brow for a daatardy that would
blot out the sun and moon •nd stars of
Chrlinianity and leare all things in an
arctic night. the cold equal to the dark-
I ness. You do well to be angry. but
how about those wbo have been dung
of skepticism. and that is more mtilloss
than you will ever know of until the
judgment day reveals everything. At,
bere comes your opportunity for gentle-
nese. kindness and sympathy The
probability is that if you had been
plied with the gams influences as this
unbeliever there would not be a Bible
in all your house from cellar to attic.
Perhaps he was In some important
transaction swindled by a member of
the church whom taking of the sacra-
ment was a sacrilege. Perhaps he read
agnostic books and beard agnostic lec-
tures and mingled In agnostic circle/
until be has been befogged and needs
your Christian help more than any one
that you know of. Do not get into any
labored arghment about the treth of
Christianity. He may beat you at that.
He has a whole artillery of weapons
reedy to open fire. Remember that no
one was ever reformed for this life or
saved for the life to come by an argu-
ment. but in hupiblest and gentlest
way, your voice subdued. ask him a
few questions. Ask him If be had a
Christian parentage, and if he says yes
ask him whether the old folks died
happy. Ask him if he ever heard of
any one going out of this life lu rap-
tures of infidelity and agnosticism.
Ask him if it is not a somewhat re-
markable fact that the Bible, after so
many years, sticks together and that
there are more copies of It In existence
than ever before. Ask him if he knows
of any better civilization than Chris-
tian civilization and whether he thinks
the teachings of Confucius or Christ
are preferable. Ask him If be thinks it
would be a fair thing in the Creator of
all things to put In this world the hu-
man race and give them no direct com-
munication for their guidance and, if
they did wrong. tell them of no way
of recrivery.
I think if a famous infidel of our
time Instead of being taken away in-
stantaneously had died in his bed after
weeks and months of Illness be would
have revoked his teachings and left for
his beloved family consolations which
they could not find in obsequies at
which not one word of holy Scripture
was read or at Fresh l'ond crematory,
where no Christian benediction was
pronounced. I do not positively say
that in a prolonged Illness there would
have been a retraction, but I think
there would.
The renowned infidel. Mr. Barker,
after spending his long life in lecturing
against Christianity In all our cities and
to publishing large and elaborate books
in depreciation of the Scriptures, in the
closing years of his life wrote nie that
he had changed and that be would like
to stand in my pulpit and undo tbe evil
that he had wrought for the most of
his lifetime. I wrote him in congratu-
lation for his soul's sake that be had
turoed back from infidelity. but that I
thought he could not undo the work of
a lifetime and that he bad talked so
long on the wrong side I did not think
he eould do anything by talking on the
right side. The mercy of God is so
great that many of the mightiest antag-
onists of our religion hare In their last
days been brought to repentance and
eternal life. Let the thunder of your
wholesome indignation be followed by
the kindly rain of pity and love. "Be
ye angry ape slo not."
Me Sim maim.
tint let nie confess at this crisis of
my sermon that there is not au injunc-
tion in the Bible more difficult to obey
than the words of the text. While it
applauds a whelesome indignation. It
warns against sinful anger. And there
is In all the realm of passion nothing
more destructive than indiscriminate
hate. First of all. It frenzies the nerv-
ous ganglia. Those people who easily
flare up on little provocation, go into
high dudgeon, take umbrage without
reason, snap you up quick, bare ruined
their nerves, and there is only one
thing worse to ruin. and that is the
brain, and we say of one that is given
to frequent ebullitions of temper that
be is an unbalanced man. A busluess
man of our acquaintance said. "I can-
Dot afford to get mad; it hurts me so."
And if sinful anger damages the body
how much more It rives the disposi-
tion! There are thousands of men-
clerks In stores who would have been
members of great business firms, and
undermechanics who would have been
boss carpenters, mid attorneys who
would have been leading advoeates,
and preacher. to congregations who
are starving tbem to death who might
have had appreciative surroundings-
who hare been kept back and kept
down by ungovernable tempers. The
outbreak lasted only a little while, but
it impeded a lifetime.
A MaD thoroughly madcap say enough
In two minutes to damage him for 20
years. It took only five minutes for the
earthquake to destroy Caracas. One
unfortunate sentence uttered in affront
in a speech in the United States senate
shut forever the door of the Whits
House against one of tbe most brilliant
men of the last century. You can oev.
er trust a horse that has once run
away. and you do not feel !Ike trusting
:Ladiesran Wear Sheet
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•ents swollen feet, blisters, melons and
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a man who has just- oisiiTsiit NO-
Ubrium. You need to drive yeti"
per ite a watt drives a fractious span
amid the exploitione uf a Fourth of
July morning or the pyrotechnies of
Fourth of July teglit. e eurbed bit.
taut rein, coniniautilog voice, master-
lug yourself and 'mitering what you
drive. If you are naturally high tem
pered. do not unnecesearily go among
irritatiops and provocatioos. Do not
build a blast furnace neat to a gun
powder mill. Tben also such demon-
strations of ungoveruability MIRO.
one. Mee take out their lead yeas
and in estimating such a one take 90
per cent off. About the most hideous,
spectacle ou earth is au angry man-or
woman, burning not with the anger
commended in my text, but with the
sin reprehended. After such a display
of gall, irascibility. virulence, his in-
fluence with many is forever gone.
The world le full of politicians. doc-
tors, lawyers. merchants. mechanics.
minister... housewives, who have by
such explorions been blown to pieces.
Keep Control et Temper.
I say to all young wen hoping to
achieve financial, moral or religious
sucieeis, control your tempers. Do not
let ertticism or rebuff defeat you. Ver-
di, the great musician, applied to be-
come a student in the conservatory of
Musk at Milan, mud be %%AS frieCiell by
the director. who said that be could
make nothing of the.neweomer. as be
ehowed no disposition for music. But
the criticism did not exasperate or de-
feat him. The most of those who have
largely succeeded in all department.
were characterized by self control. I u
battle they could calmly look at the
bomb thrown at their fleet. wondering
whether it would explode. In commer-
elal life. when panies emote the city,
these men were plarld. while others
were yelling themselves hoarse at the
Stock Exchange. While others nearly
swooned because a eertain stock had
gone 100 points down they calmly wait-
ed until it would get 100 points up.
While the opposing Wortley in the
courtroom frothed at the mouth with
rage because of something said on the
other side he of the equipoise put a
glass of water to his lips In refresh-
ment and proceeded with the remark.
• As I was Keying when the gentleman
interrupted me." Self control! What
a glorious thing! We want it in the
doctor feeling the pulse of one desper-
ately we want it in the engineer
when the headlight of another train
COMPS round the curve OD the same
track: rr want It in Christian men and
%%omen In times when so much in
chin.ch and state seems going to demo-
lition- self control' What are you go-
ing to be good for. I) man or woman, In
a world like this. ever and anon your
dander up and so often in the sulks?
We admit that you have many things
to stir your blood and fill you with
wholesome indignation. but going to
such extremes you offend my text.
n bleb says you must discriminate and
not lose your self controL "Be ye an-
gry and sin not."
Christ's Hever.
Surpasaing all other characters in the
world's biography stands Jesus Christ.
wrathful against sin, merciful to the
sinner. Witness his behavior toward
the robed ruffians who demanded cap-
ital punishment for an offending wo-
man-denunciation for their sinful by-
procisy, pardon for ber sweet peni-
tence. He did not speak of Herod as
"his highness" or "his royal highness,"
but dared to compare him to a cunning
fox, saying. "Go ye and tell that fox."
But, alert to the cry of suffering, he
finds ten lepers, and to how many of
the ten awful invalids did he give con-
valescence and health? Ten. Rebuking
Pharisaism in the most compressed
sentence in all the vocabulary of an-
athema: "Ye serpents! Ye generation
of vipers! How can ye escape the dam-
nation of bell?" Yet looking upon Peter
with such tenderness that no word was
spqecu, and not a word was needed,
for the look spoke louder than words.
"And tbel.ord looked upon Peter, and
Peter went out and wept bitterly." Oh,
wbat a look it must have been to break
down the swarthy fisherman apostle!
it was such a hurt, such a beseeching
look. such a loving look. such a forgiv-
ing look! Was there in ane other being
eince time began such a combination of
wrath against wrong and compassion
for the wrongdoer? "Lion of Judah's
tribe:" Hear thati "Lamb of God who
taken] away the .sins of tbe world!"
Hear that!
Defying the mightiest government of
the world. the Roman government, yet
rubbing hie hand just. below the fore-
head of tbe blind until the optic nerve
of bim who was born sightless Is cre-
ated, and the sunlight has two new
paths to tread. Best illustration the
world ever Caw Olf anger without sill.
anger against the abominations which
have mauled and blasted the earth
from its deepest cavern to its highest
cliff, but so much pity for the sinning
and suffering nations that he allowed
them to transfix hlm upon two pieces
of wood oailed across each other on a
day that was dark as tbe night, the
windows of heaven shut because the
Immortals eould not bear to look down
upon the assassination of the loveliest
being that ever walked the abore of the
lakes or without pillow or blanket slept
on the cold mountains.
Like him, let us hate iniquity with
complete hatred, but like him may we
help those who are overthrown and be
willing to suffer for their restoration.
Then, although at the opening of this
discourse our text may have seemed te
command us to do an impossible thing,
we will at the close of this sermon,
with • prayer to God for beip. be more
rigid and determined than ever before
against that which is wrong, while at
the same time we shall feel so Unclip
toward all the erring and work so hard
for their reecue that we will realise
that we have sealed the Alpine, the
Himalayan height of my text. whke
enjoins, "Be ye angry and sin not."
(Copyright, um, by Louts Ileesee. N. I.)
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LAZINESS
i• • disease which h•s its 
origin
in • torpid liver •nd ,-onstlpated
bowels
Prickly Ash Bitters
Cures laziness by cleansing the 
liver, strengthening the
digestion and regulating the bowels it makes good blood,
creates appetite. energy and cheerful
ness.
PRICE, IMO° PER BOTTLE.
AT Odin STOMAS.
JAS. 0. COOK, SPECIAL AGENT.
MONEY ORDER TA X MULES
Nice lot of.mules for sale-from fou
'Pesimester Breathitt Receives Order To l" six 
years. wktf OHAS. LAYNE
Abolish II July I.
---
Postmaster Breathitt has reeei•ed an
order from the department at Washing-
ton, notifying him that ou and after
July 1 the war tax of two oenta ou inon•
ey orders for each $100 will be abolish-
el. This is in line with the action tak
en by congress, but it ie the first °nicht
notification to local poeteffice tffioials
Mr. James Brown of Potsmouth, Va.,
over 90 years of age buffered for years
with a bad sore on bis face. Physician,.
could not help him. DeWitt's WiSch
Hazel Salve cored him permanently.
R. 0. Hardwick.
_ _
MISS YOUNG ELECTED
Mims Ellen Young has been elected
vice-principal of the High School at
Oorydon, Ky. for the 1101111011 beginning
the first of next September. Miss Young
is thoroughly qualified for the position
and the patrons of the school deserve
oongrai ulatious
oisut servioes
principal of the
upon securing ber
Prof A. 0 Burton is
institution.
"The doctors told me my cough was
incurable. One Minute Cough Ours
made me a well man." tilt roe Silver,
North Stratford, N. H. Becauseyou've
not found relief from a stubborn cough,
don't despair. 00e MiDllie 0000 Ours
ham cured thoasands and it will cure
you. Safe aod sure. R. 0. Hirdwick.
FARMER'S NARROW ESCAPE.
Ligbieiag Killed His Male, Bel Mr. Hy.
cos Was Lisbon.
While J. L. Dycus, a fanner near
Fairview, la Christian county, was fol-
lowing hie plow in a sixty-eight-sore
field, lightbing struck and killed the
mule he was dri•ing, but Dycos escaped
harm It was a remarkably narrow es
cape.
What's Your Face Worth?
Sometimes a fortune, bat Degree if you
have a sallow couis jatnedioed
look, moth patcees and blotches on the
skin - all signs of liver trouble. Bat
Dr. King's NewLife pills give clear skin
rosy cheeks, rich complexion. Only 26
cents at J. O. Cook, O. K. Wy ly, An-
damn & Fowler's drug stores
A snrgiosi operation is not necessary
to cure pilts DeWitt's Witeh Hazel
Salve saves all that expense and never
fails. Beware of counterfeits. K. I'.
Hard wick.
FREE MAIL DELIVERY.
W111 Not Regis is Hopkissville Ustll
First Of August
Postmaster Breathitt c +ivied the
following tesegram this morning :
"BECAUSE OF DELAY IN AP-
PoINTMENT OF OARRIER8 POST-
MASTER GENERAL HAS POST-
PONED ESTABLISHMEN T FREE
DELIVERY TO AUGUST 1, 1901
J M. MASTON, Acting
Firtt Assistant Postmaster General "
Cf411.111MTC11X4.T.41..
Beats the Ilial Yes lisie Alet Inn
et
AGED LADY DIES.
Mrs M. A. Hamner. the venerable
mother of Mrs John 0. Gary, of °heist-
ian county, died Friday at her home in
Morganfield.
Danger, disease and death follow neg-
lect of the bowels. Try DeWitt's Little
Early Risers to regulate them and you
will add years to your life and life to
your years. Easy to take, never gripe
R 0. Hardwick.
COURT ADJOURNN.
rforn Saturday's daily.
The June term of circuit court ended
this morning at o'clock. Judge Cook
left at II :10 for his home in Murray.
Dyspeptic* manioc be long lived be-
o sose to live ff gateau nourishment. Food
is not nourishing until it is digested A
chsordeied stomach cannot digest food,
it most have assistance. Kodol Dyspep-
sia Oure digests all kinds of food with-
out aid from the stomach, allowing it
to rest and regain its natural functions,
Its elements, are exactly the same as the
natural digestive fluids and it simply
can't help but do you good. R 0. Hard
wick
TWO MARRIAGES
From saturaar's dolly.
Mr. Geo I, Fruit and Miss Martha J
Oooper were married in North Christian
this afternoon by Squire W. L. Parker.
--
Mr. Dalin Weaver and Miss Anna M.
Oombs will be married at Lafayette
Sunday morning at o'clopk by Rev.
Joiner.
The bilious, tired, nervous man can
not somessfully compete with his
healthy rival. DeWitt's .Llitle Early
Risers the famous pills for coostipation
will remove the cause of your troubles.
K. 0 Ifsrdwick.
DISTRICT CONFERENCE.
The Russellville District conference
held Ise opening session at Kirkman§
ville Thursday. Christian ()minty is in•
eluded in this district. Rev. J. T itush•
ing, of this city, is attending the meet.
pg. Bishop Hargrove, of Nashville, i•
presiding.
I Eczema, saltrheum, totter, chafing,
ivy poisoning and all skin tortures ege
•
quickly cured by DeWitt's Witch Hazel
Salve. The oertain pile cure. R. 0
Hardwick.
CLAII. SW •11 CS MIL Alh.•
Imre the TM lia Yoe lire IMO
&paws
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W. P. wISTItill, T. S. AMOR?
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Real Estate.
The season of the year when peopl
want to buy real estate is at hand, au
we invite those who want to buy or sal
to consult this column.
We have excellent facilities for con
dacting the business and will advert
property put into our hands free o
charge, and will furnish prospeotiv
customers conveyance to look at prop
erty without cost to them. Come to a
OA if you want to sell, it costs you noth
ing if you fail.
A splendid f•rm of 210 acres on turn
pike road 5,  miles from Hopkineville
New eight mom dwelling with thre
porches, well arranged with hot an
void water, bath tub, water closet. e
2 good stock barns, granary, cabins,&o.
with windmill, branch of never faille
water through tbe farm, All under goo
wire fence and in &high state of cute
ration and in exc !liens neighborhood.
model stock farm. Wiil be sold cheap.
Farm of 270 acres in Caldwell Co,
Ky , 4 miles from Sootteburg and I. 0
R H. and 8 miles from Princeten Ky
Tbia farm has a good frame dwellin
10 rooms, good stook baro,tobacco bar
grainary, good out houses, 2 good well
and fine spring, 100 acres of the land
in fine large White Oak umber.
A splendid farm of 80 sores, goo
dwelling with 8 rooms, stable, tobac
barn, apple and peach orchard, extr
dim well, good cistern, plenty of stoc
water, walled collie, land fertile and i
a high state of cultivation, On Patel
road within 2 miles of Graoey Ky. Wil
be sold at a bargain.
175 acres of laud with improvement
4 miles from HopkinsvIlie on Mat:neon
vele road. Oheap, $12(.0
A beautiful home; two story brie
residence; 8 rooms ; hall and bath roo
with bath fixtures and all modern con
veniences; everything new and in ei
eellent repair; house piped for wate
end gas, and wired for electricity ; g
seller, cistern, stable and all othe
necteseary outbuildings ; nice shade trees
This property will be sold at a bargain
We have the following Florida land
that we will 'ell at low prose or ex
change for farming land in this section
361 acres in Paseo county, 120 acres i
Paw° county, 900 acres in Hernand
county and 160 acres in Hillsboro conn
ty. One of the above tract+ is heavil
timbered with the finest yellow pine
and another is heavily timbered wit
the pine from which they make turpen
tine. For further description, etc.,
One of the most desirable houses i
the oity for boarding house ; contrail
located, convenient to business and d
pots, within one square of Main St.
Good farm of 160 sexes, 2 miles fro
Bennettstown, Ky. Good house
rooms, tenant house, gpod well, lam
tobacco barn, good frame stable the
feet, 44:1 acres in fine timber, good lev
land and a desirable farm oonvenien
to schools and churches and on g
ad.
Nice oottage on Cotner Of BEOWEI all
Broad streets, 7 rooms, good ontbuild
ings, oistern, etc. Cheap and on r
sonable terms.
Stock of goods, store house and resi
dance for sale at good town on L. & N
R. R. First-class paying business, ni
location, good neighborhood, church
and schools convenient, residence
ro ms, water works and modern im
provements, ten acres of nice gronn
with residence, good reasons for selling
Residence, 6 rooms, stable, c
house and all neoessary outbuildings
good cistern and orchard. Two acres o
land adjoining South Kentucky Oollege
$1,500. Will sell this place at low pri
arid on easy terms.
Elegant two story residenoe on cor
ner of 14th and Oampbell streets, fron
tielo feet on Oampbell street by 186 fee
to alley, house hes 8 rooms and all ne-
oeseary outbuildings, nice shade trees
fine garien and grape arbor.
Well improved suburban place wit
16 acres of ground, houae 5 rooms,
cistern, stable, poultry house, carriag
house, milk house, etc., everything in
good repair. Oomplete set of farmin
implements go with the place
Good farm 223 sores, on Nsahvillt
road, 7 miles from Hopkineville and
miles from Pembroke, good two-story
brick dwelling, 6 rooms, good well,
large new barns, stables and grainary.
This farm will be sold at a low pri
and on easy terms.
Large two-story house and two sores
of ground fronting on first street and
running back to the river.
135 acres of land 8 miles from town
near Princeton road, dwelling, two to-
bacco barns and other out buildings
prim $6 Der acre.
Good reeidence on corner of Main and
let streets, fronting 60 feet on Main by
900 feet deep. House has six room,
good discern, stable and necessary out-
buildings. For sale.
86 acre. of fine land just outside toll-
gate on.Pallnyra road. $86 per acre.
8 tracts of land near Bennettatown,
about 300 Will be converted into
or 3 tractairegeld on ea$y terms.
A nice cottage on 4th St., four rooms
arid kitchen, porch, good ont• houses and
cistern, price $000
Two good residence iota on Main St.
in Hopkinsville, well located. The on-
ly vacant lots on West side of Main St.
for sale at a low price
Elegant lot 80x900ft. oa Jesup ave-
nue. Good home with 4 large rooms, 2
porohes, cistern outbuildings, ahade
and front trees, Prioe $1,400.
An elegant farm of 116 acres of land,
on good public road, in one of .the best
neighborhoods in South Obristian, con-
venient to postoffice, schoola and
churches, in a higb state of cultivation,
good dwelling 5 rooms and hall, one
large tobacco barn, good stables and
oow houses, new cabins, smoke house,
hen bowie, buggy house, new wire
fence, nice young orchard, grapes, rasp-
beirries and strawberries, plenty of wa-
ter, very desirable, will be sold cheap
and on easy terms.
Some beautiful vacant iota on Walnut
street.
400 scree of desirable farming land in
Montgomery county, Tenn., heavily
timbered, 10 miles from Sewell, Ky.
Prioe $6.00 per acre.
Flue farm of 2b6 acres in, neighbor-
hood of Howell, Ky., at a great bargain
166 acres of land near Olarksville
pike, 8 miles from Hopkinreille. $40
per acre. Verv desireable.
Very desirable suburban residence,
house two stories, 8 rooms, new and in
good repair, About 7 acres of land, just
uotside the city imam on one of the best
stres
A nice residenoe at Oasky, Ky. too
of 10 sores, six room cottage and tett
room oltioe in yard;good servants house,
large good ice home. large stable and
carriage house and; all necessary out
buildings; splendid shade and fruit
trees, never failing well, good °Warn;
convenient to &pot, school and church;
6:miles ifrom .Hepkinseille with good
pike nearly the whole distance. Splen-
did location for a doctor.
A two story cottage on South Oamp-
boll St., lot 701186'1 feet,fivo bed rooms,
sitting roem, dining room, kitchen, lora
room and four porches, on first floor ;
four bed rooms, two lumber rooms and
&sewing room; on second; floor; also
splendid dry cellar text§ feet with brick
walla and floor, ciatern,00al house,
meat house, kinitoindg house and servant
hoase. TERMS-One third rash, bal-
ance in four equal annual payments,
6 per oent. interest on deferred pay.
numbs.
An elegant farm of 160 mores On 001
Mill Road 4 miles from Hopkinsville;
will improved, good dwelling, 8 fooms,
stables, granary, corn and all necessary
out house@ ; first class land in fine con-
dition.
Valuable store room on Main street.
One of the beat business locations in His
city
,WUrrass di KAMM
DATE CHANGED.
Loaissille MelhodiA Cosference to 13
Held September 25
The Let.Isv lie Methodist conference
to hive been h. Id at Bowling Green on
October 9 e I be held on September 26
instead Tee change was toads by
I Bithop Harp ove at the requeo of tbe
citiMes of Hireling Green.
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August Flower. 86001
a despondent sufferer from
of Dyspepsia, Liver
Appendicitis, Indigestion,
Sick Headache, Palpitation
Sour Stomacb, Habitual
Di:sinew of the Head,
Low Spirite, etc..
suffer another day. Two
known August Flower
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THIS WILL INTEREST MANY.
quickly introduce the
B. B. B. (Botanic
into new houses, we will
10,000 treatments B. B.
cure alr.blood, and skin
scrofula, eczema,
itching bunion, swellings,
boils, carbuncles, berm pains,
cat at rh , blood polsoo , affecting
or bones, mums patches,
persistent pimple or wart,
metes the blood pure and
every sore or eruption, and
and pains Druggiste.
address Blood Balm
(is. Describe trouble. and
advice given until cured,
old,deep-sea4edoaaea that
under patent medicines
treatment. B. B. B composed
botanic drugs and is the
purifier in the wyrid.
famou
B.
maim
cancer
$1
refuel
or
fine.
Visible'
Hard-
wanted for the beet typewrite'
market, the "Pittaburgh
la sight at all times; ezoluMvo
given. Addrms Bindley
0o., Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure
Digests what you eat.
ittrtiticially dlgesta the food and &Ida
Ziatur• in strengthening and won-
muting the exhausted digestive or-
gans. It is the latest discovereddigestP
WA and tonic. No other preparat100
min approach it in efficiency. It IN.
SLAtitly relieves and permanently cures
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Heartburn,
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, Nausah
Sick Headache, Gastralgia,Cramps and
all other result& of imperfect digestion.
?mew. aye Large saw contains 2$6 Ulnae
gmall aim. Book all about dyspepsia mailed trek
'Prepared by I- C. DeMITT • CO.. ChM.,
Sold by R. Q. liardvriok
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Pledge Dept.
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To get a really good cup
of coffee you'll have to start
back of the actual making;
you'll have to look to the
roasting and the grinding.
In ARBUCKLES' you have
a coffee that's scientifically
roasted, and delivered to you
with all the pores of the berry
hermetically sealed. You're
sure of a good cup of coffee
because all the coffee flavor
and aroma are kept intact
until you want it. The fame
of ARBUCIO RS' induced
other coffee packers to put
out imitations of it These
imitations cost the grocer
(and you) a cent a pound
less than ARBUCKLES'.
But don't be tempted to buy
a package d some other
coffee whea you as get
Arbuckles'
Roasted
Coffee
THE--
AMERICAN INVESTMENT COMPANY,
,..„orated)
CAPITAL STOCK
RESERVE SURPLUS
$ 25400 011
125400 OS
AMOUNT PAID COUPON HOLDERS  200400 IS
Address all correspondence to
HOME OFFICE.
LEXINGTON. KY.
1200D TERMS TO FIRST CLASS AGINTS.
This COSTS YOU NOTHING!
The Eclipse Egg Carrier
Provides the Safest and Most Convenient Mnde of Trans
porting Eggs to the Local Market.
It Is Strong and Durable
With Metal Drop Handles and Patent Folding
Will Hold 10 Dozen Eggs.
Filler and
HOW
iTO
SECURE
IT
Every new subscriber to the WEEKLY KY.
NEW ERA who. pays One Dollar for a year's sub-
scription in advance will be presented with tiss
EGG CARRIER FREE OF CHARGE
All Old Subscribers can secure the Eclipse Egg Cartier upos the
payment of all arrearagee and advancing the subscription one rear.
Take advantage of tl,is offer AT ONCE as it may be witbdraWn 
at
Call on;or addrsse,any time.
1Ve Nsr nr“. CO
HOPKINSVILLE. ICY.
Breathes there a man with
feelings so dead
Who shiveringly hath not
said:
"This is a cold, a very cold
day."
If you want to always be sure of
the exact temperature get one of
those
Thermometers
f At'the NEW ERA office and do
not guess at it any more. You can
get one
Absolutely
FREE!
by complying with the following
conditions :
Subscribe for the WEEKLY
NEW ERA, paying one dollar for
one year in advance, or if you artt
already a subscriber, pay all arrear-
ages kit' any) and one year in ad-
vance.
The same plan works with the
Daily only you pay $1.25 for three
months in advance.
The Thermometers are 12 inches
long, with a magnifying tube which
makes the column of fluid seem so
large there is no trouble in telling
exactly where its "at.
They are all tested and absolutely correct. Get one
before the supply is exhausted as we only have a limited
number.
1V43NNT VerCt CO
W. 7th Street, Near Main
•
